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ABSTRACT

This research is to investigate whether and how “7Ps marketing mix” elements,

“brand equity” elements and “customer purchase behavior determinant” elements

influence customer doughnut brand choice decision in Thailand, focusing on Mister

Donut, Dunkin’ Donuts and Krispy Kreme Doughnut, meanwhile, the differences

among these three brands and the key success factor of Krispy Kreme Doughnuts

were studied by the author. This study is a quantitative research and survey strategy

was selected by the author. Data was collected randomly online through 406 valid

questionnaires and cross tabulation and multinomial logistic regression were used for

data analysis. The result of the study is all of the investigating factors, product, price,

place, promotion, people/personnel, process, physical environment, brand equity and

customer purchase behavior determinants has positively influence on customer

doughnut brand choice decision in Thailand, and some specifications of each factors

are found significant. Finally, some results are significant while comparing among

these three brands.

Keywords: Doughnut Brands, Customer Brand Choice Decision, 7Ps Marketing Mix,

Brand Equity, Customer Purchase Behavior Determinants
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, background related to the research will be briefly explained by

the author first, following by statement of problem, intention and reasons for study,

research questions, and research objectives, scope of research, research assumptions,

benefits and limitations of research.

1.1 Background

The sluggish economy condition, bomb attack caused tourist drop and the

fierce competition made it a tough year for food and beverage service industry in

Thailand. According to Central Intelligence Agency (n.d.), Thailand’s was suffering

from slow economy growth and declining exports in 2014 because of the domestic

political turmoil and sluggish demand in global market.

A survey, which was conducted by the University of Chamber of Commerce

(UTCC) shows the consumer confidence index hit a 16 month low in September this

year since May 2014 because people remained worried about the unstable Thai and

global economic condition. The vice president of this research said “The sluggish

economy was making consumers more cautious about spending” (Arumas, 2015).

According to The Telegraph (2015), the number of tourists dropped from 85,000 per

day to 70,000 since the bomb attack occurred.

It is no doubt that a sustainable growth in the economy is very tough for a

business due to the fierce competition. Various companies are trying to target their

customers effectively by developing strategies, but customers’ choices of product and

service are more than before, thus uniqueness and popularity of a brand is likely to
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become of the major factors influencing purchase decision-making of

customers ( Boonwanna, et al., 2014).

Doughnuts are regarded as a convenient and fast food and they are popular

among customers from any ages. As a result, more and more companies are interested

in the business of selling donuts. There are 3 billion baht doughnut market in Thailand

with a growing rate of 15-20% annually, however the business is highly competitive,

crowded by existing large players, foreign chains and new entrants (Siam Commercial

Bank Economic Intelligence Center, n.d.)

The current major doughnut brands in the Thai market including Dunkin’

Donuts, Krispy Kreme Doughnuts from America, Mister Donuts, Bapple Donuts from

Asia, and Daddy Dough from Thailand. Three brands are selected to investigate

which are Mister Donut, Dunkin’ Donuts and Krispy Kreme Doughnuts in this study.

Among these three brands, Krispy Kreme Doughnut is new entrant in Thai

doughnut market but gain a huge success, according to The Nation (2011), Krispy

Kreme Doughnut Store in Siam Paragon Thailand serves more than 1,000 customers

in one day. The background of each brands are shown as below;

a) Mister Donut

Mister Donut was founded in America until 1983, Duskin Japan acquired the

sales and trademark rights for Asia. The acquisition allowed Duskin Japan to not only

introduces new tastes but also expanded Mister Donut Stores to other Aisa-Pacific

countries except Japan. Mister Donut captured a large amount of share in doughnut

market in Japan with more than 1,100 stores. In 1978, Mister Donut opened its first

branch in Thailand and now there are more than 250 stores all over the country

(Mister Donut, n.d.)
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b) Dunkin’ Donuts

Dunkin’ Donuts was started as a luncheon catering store in Quincy,

Massachusetts, America in 1946 and the business grew rapidly and expanded its

product lines to coffee and donuts. The founder, Mr.Bill Rosenberg opened his first

coffee and donut store call “Open Kettle” in Quincy as the demand increased.

Today, Dunkin’ Donuts has more than 11,000 stores in 34 countries around

the world which is one of the largest coffee and baked goods chain in the world.

Dunkin’ Donuts is the first runner of quick service restaurant in America and it sells

more donuts, coffee and bagels than other QSRs around the country.

The first Dunkin’ Donuts store was opened in Thailand in 1981 and now

expanded to more than 250 stores around the country. Dunkin’ Donut now is one of

the largest western food franchises in Thailand (Dunkin’ Donuts, n.d.)

c) Krispy Kreme Doughnuts

Krispy Kreme Doughnuts was founded by Vemon Rudolph who bought a

yeast-raised recipe from a New Orleans Chef first and started selling to local grocery

stores in Winston-Salem, North Carolina, USA in 1937. In 2001, Krispy Kreme

Doughnuts opened its first store outside US in Mississauga, Ontario, Canada and

expanded rapidly around the world.The first Krispy Kreme Doughnuts store was

opened in Thailand in 2010 (Krispy Kreme Doughnuts, n.d.).

1.2 Statement of Problem

The problem statement is a specific, focused, unambiguous problem which is

narrowed down from the broad problem area after initial information gathering, the

initial information gathering is the first time of literature review. A good problem
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statement contains research objectives and research questions (Sekaran & Bougie,

2014).

A research problem is the difficulties which a researcher confronts in either a

theoretical or practical situation and wants a solution. The problem needs to be stated

generally first and then formulated into a specific topic. In order to formulate the

specific problem, understanding the problem by discussing with the one who is expert

on this issue and reviewing available literature is necessary (Kothari, 2004).

According to Zikmund (2010), the first step of business research problem

definition process is to gather background information in order to gain insight of

marketplace conditions and identify key symptoms. This process is also called

situation analysis, which sometimes begins with an interview between research and

management for better problem definition. The second step is to identify the issues

from the identified symptoms through preceding interview. The remaining steps are

determining managerial decision statement, corresponding research objectives, the

analysis unit, relevant variables and stating the research questions.

The sluggish economic condition, poor political situation and fierce

competition of doughnut market in Thailand clearly indicate the urgent need to

investigate factors influencing customer doughnut brand choice decisions in Thailand

in order to help doughnut brands to gain competitive advantages among competitors.

Furthermore, investigating the success of Krispy Kreme Doughnuts Thailand by

comparing with other two big players, Mister Donut and Dunkin’ Donuts is beneficial

for existing and new doughnut brands in Thailand.

The researches regarding doughnuts are scant, only one research was found by

the author Boonwanna, et al. (2014) regarding brand equity affecting purchasing
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decision process of doughnut from the department store in Bangkok, the researchers

suggested capital perimeter can be included in the further research in order to

acknowledge other specific form of consumers’ decision-making process of buying

doughnuts form the department stores in Bangkok, Thailand. Thus fast food related or

restaurant related literatures were reviewed by the author as it’s similar to doughnut

business.

1.3 Intention and Reason for Study

According to Kothari (2004), intentions and reasons for study are the possible

factors making people to do a research. According to Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill

(2009), aims of research is different from research objectives, the former one provide

a overview of the research, whereas the latter one are more details.

The research intents to gain insight regarding determining factors affecting

customer doughnut brand choice decision in Thailand for business and academic use.

1.4 Research Questions

Research questions are interpretations from research ideas, which is important

at the beginning of research process (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). The

research topic is factors influencing customer doughnut brand choice decision in

Thailand, focusing on Mister Donut, Dunkin’ Donuts and Krispy Kreme Doughnuts,

thus the research questions are designed as below;

1. Does “7Ps Marketing Mix” elements, “brand Equity” elements and “customer

purchase behavior determinant” elements influence customer doughnut brand choice

decision in Thailand?

2. How “7Ps Marketing Mix” elements influence customer doughnut brand choice

decision towards in Thailand?
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3. How “Brand Equity” elements influence customer doughnut brand choice decision

in Thailand?

4. How “Customer Purchase behavior Determinant” elements influence customer

doughnut brand choice decision in Thailand?

5. What are the differences between Mister Donut, Krispy Kreme Doughnuts and

Dunkin’ Donuts in Thailand regarding customer doughnut brand choice decision

determinants in Thailand?

6. What are the doughnut customers’ purchase behaviors in Thailand?

7. What makes Kripy Kreme Doughnuts so successful in Thailand?

1.5 Research Objectives

According to Kothari (2004), research objectives are by using scientific

procedures to discover the hidden or undiscovered truth of questions. Besides,

different types of research have different aims.

Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill (2009) indicates a set of research questions

can be used as a base to design research objectives, meanwhile Maylor and Blackmon

(2005) suggest research objectives should be specific, measurable, achievable,

realistic and timely. Based on the research questions, the research objectives are

designed as below;

1. To examine whether 7Ps Marketing elements, brand equity elements and customer

purchase determinants affect customer doughnut brand choice decision in Thailand

2. To identify influencing factors in 7Ps Marketing Mix affect customer doughnut

brand choice decision in Thailand

3. To identify influencing factors in brand equity affect customer doughnut brand

choice decision in Thailand
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4. To identify influencing factors in customer purchase determinants affect customer

doughnut brand choice decision in Thailand

5. To identify the differences between Mister Donut, Krispy Kreme Doughnuts and

Dunkin’ Donuts regarding customer doughnut brand choice decision determinants in

Thailand

6. To identify doughnut customer purchase behaviors in Thailand

7. To identify unique factors differentiating Krispy Kreme Doughnuts from the other

two brands in Thailand

1.6 Scope of the Research

According to Simon and Goes (2013), the scope of study is the domain of the

research and what the study covers and does not within the domain. Those need to be

studied within the study domain and which factors are within the accepted study range

need to be as clear as possible. The scope of research is closely connected to the

framing of the problem.

1.6.1 Scope of Content

The research is to identify determining factors of customer doughnut brand

choice decision in Thailand, focusing on Mister Donut, Dunkin’ Donuts and Krispy

Kreme Doughnuts in Bangkok, Thailand. The author used quantitative method to

collect data due to positivism as research philosophy was adopted.

1.6.2 Scope of Demographic, Samples and Location

The author identified population and samples as customers, whose age ranging

from 15 to 50, from Mister Donut, Dunkin’ Donuts and Krispy Kreme Doughnuts,

which located in Bangkok, Thailand, furthermore target respondents were picked

randomly.
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1.6.3 Scope of Related Variables

The scope of related variables of this research are focus on three major parts

including 7Ps Marketing Mix elements, brand equity elements, customer purchase

behavior determinant elements.

Related variables of this research including the product, price, place,

promotion, people/personnel, process, and physical environment, brand loyalty, brand

perceived quality, brand awareness and brand image, people influence, cultural

influence, personal income and savings and personal motivation.

1.7 Research Assumptions

Assumptions are those necessary things beyond the researcher’s control,

which cannot be ignored. (Simon, 2011) The assumptions are necessary element of

the study which cannot be proved. (Simon & Goes, 2013) The assumptions of this

research are twofold;

1. The research assumes all respondents understand all questions in questionnaires.

2. The research assumes the respondents will answer honestly. In order to increase the

accuracy of the respondents’ answers, the anonymity and confidentiality of

participants will be protected and explained how it is protected in order to assure the

participants to get involve without concerns.

1.8 Benefits of the Research

The research is beneficial for the players in Thai doughnut market, especially

Mister Donut, Dunkin’ Donuts and Krispy Kreme Doughnuts in Thailand, by offering

customer insights regarding determining factors influencing customer choice towards

doughnut brands in Thailand.
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The result of research can be used by the doughnut brands in Thailand as a

guideline for planning or adapting marketing strategies in order to better satisfy

customers’ changing demand and differentiate its brand from competitors.

Furthermore, the result can be used as references for further study as the researches

regarding doughnut business are scant.

1.9 Limitations of the Research

The limitations are those potential weaknesses in the research and those beyond the
researcher’s control (Simon, 2011).

Limitations are constraints which are out of the researcher’s control but could

have an influence on the outcome of research. Limitations often come from research

methodology and research design which the researcher chooses. Different

methodologies and study designs have different specific limitations. These limitations

constrain how far the study can go meanwhile the limitations have influences on

outcome of the research (Simon & Goes, 2013).

Due to time constraint and budget constraints, the samples are limited to

Bangkok area, Thailand. The result of this research cannot be applied to other

doughnut brands or fast food restaurants as this study is focusing on Mister Donut,

Dunkin’ Donuts and Krispy Kreme Doughnuts in Thailand only.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

In this chapter, study supplements will be shown by the author in order to

better answer the research questions. Four parts will be explained orderly, which are

previous studies, related theories, hypotheses development and conceptual framework.

2.1 Previous Studies

2.1.1 Regarding 7Ps Marketing Mix

Ahmad and Manson (2015) have proved the customer perception towards 7Ps

Marketing Mix elements are major factors that positively influence on customer

purchase decision of dining in fast food restaurant, using Radix Fried Chicken Sdn.

Bhd as case study. Meanwhile demographic characteristics such as gender, age,

educational level and monthly income do not have a high degree of influence on

customer purchase decisions.

Mutsikiwa, et al. (2012) found the application of 7Ps Marketing Mix strategy

plays an important role in increasing competiveness or customer patronage, using a

case of Food Micro and Small Enterprises in Masvingo, Zimbabwe.

According to the research of Bootudom and Kessuvan (2014) regarding a

comparative study of determining factors influencing consumers’ decisions to choose

independent and chain restaurants in Bangkok, logistic regression analysis was used

for analysis and found out marketing factors, product and price are critical factors

positively influence customer patronize decision towards independent restaurants,

meanwhile product, place and promotion are top 3 factors that significantly affect

patronize decision towards chain restaurants.
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Catherine and Magesh (2015) investigated research regarding consumer

shopping behavior and choice in branded vegetarian food restaurants, data was

collected from 80 samples and proved price is a major factor influencing customer

choice decision for branded vegetarian food restaurants.

Based on a research, which investigated by Marinkovic, Senic, and Mimovic

(2015), quality of food, price are the two determinants affecting customer’s selection

of ethnic restaurants in Serbia.

According to a research concerning the influence of promotional mix and

price on customer purchase decision towards fast food sector, which studied by Sagala,

Destriani, Putri, and Kumar (2014), promotional mix and price were proved positively

affect university student buying decision in fast food sector in Jabodetabek, Indonesia.

Azim, Shan, Mehmood, Mehmood, and Bagram (2014) published a research

about factors influencing customer purchase decision towards restaurants in Pakistan,

and proved that food taste, cleanliness, physical environment have significant

influences on selecting restaurants.

2.1.2 Regarding Brand Equity

Boonwanna, et al. (2014) investigated the relationship between brand equity

and customer purchase decision process of doughnut from the department store in

Bangkok and found out brand equity elements: brand awareness, perceived product

quality, brand association, and brand loyalty, could influence the purchase decision

process. Meanwhile the author suggested capital perimeter can be included in the

future study.

A. C. C. Lu, Gursoy, and C. Y. Lu (2015) studied the relationship among

authenticity perception, brand equity and brand choice intention, and found out
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authenticity perception has an influence on brand equity perception, then the brand

equity perception significantly affect the brand choice intention.

According to the research of Chi, Yeh, and Yang (2009), the brand awareness,

perceived quality, brand loyalty positively affect customer purchase intention. Tolba

(2011) also proved perceived quality has positive effect on brand preference in his

study.

2.1.3 Regarding Customer Behavior Determinants

According to Kotler and Amstrong (2008), customer purchase behavior was

significantly influenced by cultural factors, social factors, personal factors, and

psychological factors. Moreover, Perreau (2013) also indicated the four factors are

major drivers of customer behavior.

Nestle, et al. (1998) indicated cultural value and social influence are important

factors in making food choice decision. Furthermore, three main groups of factors

were explained by Shepherd (2001), except the product related group, consumer

related group and environmentally related group were also explained. Consumer

related group contains personality; social psychological and physiological factors

were main drivers that influencing customer food choice, meanwhile environmentally

such as economic, cultural and social issues also affects customer food selection.

Lim, Tan, and Tan (2013) studied how Malaysian’ generation Y makes the

purchase decision towards healthy fast food, data were collected and proved personal

eating habit and lifestyle are major factors influencing consumer purchase decision of

healthy fast food in Malaysia.
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2.2 Related Theories

2.2.1 7Ps Marketing Mix

Marketing is the performance of activities that reaching organization-set

objectives by predicting customer needs and directing ongoing goods and services to

satisfy customers (Perreault, Cannon, & McCarthy, 2005). Kotler (2005) indicated

people’s unfulfilled desires and needs are the reasons why marketing exists.

Marketing mix refers to a combination of tactics applied to reach organizations’ goals

to market its product or services to the target market (CIM, 2004).

4Ps Marketing Mix has been criticized increasingly recently and new insights

were developed by many researchers based on 4Ps. And the most famous framework

is 7Ps marketing mix which was developed by Booms and Bitner (1981).

Rafiq and Ahmed (1995) investigated the strengths and weaknesses of the 4Ps

and 7Ps marketing mixes (Table 1). The result clearly shows that 7Ps is more

comprehensive as it contains three more elements, people, process and physical

evidence, based on 4Ps elements, which are product, price, place and promotion.
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Table 1: Strength and Weakness of 4Ps and 7Ps

4Ps 7Ps

Strengths Simplicity and ease of

understanding

Easy to memorize

Good pedagogic tool, especially

for introductory marketing

Useful conceptual framework

Ability to adapt to various

problems

More comprehensive

More detailed

More refined

Broader perspective

Includes participants/people and

process

It is a model

Standardization

Signals marketing theory

Weaknesses Too simple, not broad enough

Lacking people, participants and

process

Physical evidence

Relationship marketing

Service

Lack of connection/integration

between variables

Static nature of 4Ps

More complicated

Extra elements can be

incorporated in 4Ps

Controllability of three new

three new elements
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a) Product

Amstrong and Kotler (2006) define product is anything that might satisfy

customers’ needs in the market. The product is launched for attention, use, acquisition

or consumption. According to Ferrell and Hartline (2005), product is centre of

marketing mix strategy because its uniqueness of attributes can help product provider

to increase competiveness.

Perreault, Cannon, and McCarthy (2005) has explained product dimension in

several strategic marketing decision areas including physical good, service, features,

benefits, quality level, accessories, installation, instructions, warranty, product lines,

packaging and branding. Borden (1984) explained a product includes its quality,

design, features, brand name and size characteristics.

b) Price

Kotler, Wong, and Saunders (2008) has defined price as the amount of money

which is paid by customer to exchange for owning and using the product and service.

According to Yoo, Donthu, and Lee (2000), the indicator of product quality is its price.

c) Place

Place is defined by Perreault, Cannon, and McCarthy (2005) as how the

product reach the target. The strategic marketing decision areas contains objectives,

channel type, market exposure, kinds of intermediaries, kinds and locations of stores,

how to handle transporting and storing, service levels, recruiting intermediaries,

managing channels.

d) Promotion

Lovelock, Patterson, and Walker (1998) has defined promotion is deciding

how to persuade the right target group to buy the product. Similarly, Perreault,
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Cannon, and McCarthy (2005) explained promotion as how to tell the products to

customers and sell the products to them. Perreault, Cannon, and McCarthy (2005),

Borden (1984) have both put advertising and sales promotion in promotion decision

area.

e) People/Personnel

Personnel is defined as service employees who produced and delivered the

service (Muala & Qurneh, 2012). Kotler (2000) indicates people is the most important

factors for customer oriented company to differentiate itself from competitors.

Customer also be contained in people element by Booms and Bitner (1981) by

considering the customer behavior and customer involvement degree.

f) Process

Process refers to the ways or procedures of offering a service (Booms & Bitner,

1981). Hirankitti, et al. (2009) indicate customer buying satisfaction is based on the

skills of the service provider and the time taken during product or service offering.

According to Magrath (1986), process management is crucial for the quality

consistency of product or service, however, satisfying both service supply and

demand is extremely difficult in reality, thus the design of process management is

very important.

g) Physical Environment

Physical environment is defined by Booms and Bitner (1981) as the customer

experience of using a product or a service. Muala and Qurneh (2012) argued good

physical environment can boost the communication and performance of service is

delivered. Rafi and Ahmed (1995) indicated physical environment is crucial in service
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industry as customer normal measure the quality of service based on physical

environment.

2.2.2 Brand Equity

According to Thiripurasundari and Natarajan (2011), brand equity has been

studied in two perspectives, which are financial perspective and customer-based

perspective, thus this research is concentrated on the latter one. Brand is no doubt an

intangible asset of a company for distinguishing itself from competitors and

generating revenue in financial value, however, it can become a burden sometimes.

Brand equity refers to both asset and liability from a brand, the brand name

and symbol can be either add or subtract from the value of a product or service to a

company (Aaker, 1991). Brand equity has been defined by many researchers before.

Keller (1993) defines brand equity as a certain result from a marketing activity

because of its brand name. Biel (1992) defines brand equity as the extra cash flow

gained from marketing a product or service under a brand.

Thiripurasundari and Natarajan (2011) indicate brand equity is valuable for

both customers and marketers, brand equity allows the marketers to charge more,

have high customer loyalty, achieve competitive advantage etc, on the other hand,

customers can increase their confidence of purchasing decisions, simplify product

information gaining process, increase satisfaction of product usage etc.

According to the literature review, plenty of researchers have studied brand

equity in a multidimensional way including dimensions like brand loyalty, brand

awareness, brand knowledge, customer satisfaction, perceived quality, brand

associations and others (Aaker, 1991; Aaker, 1996; Blackston, 1995; Cobb-Walgren,

et al., 1995). Brand equity has been studied independently and relatively with brand
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knowledge, brand image, brand awareness, brand loyalty, and perceived quality etc

(Keller, 1993; Kirmani & Zeithaml, 1993).

a) Brand Loyalty

Bateson and Hoffman (2011) have defined customer loyalty as a reflection of

emotional and business attachment to the service firm. Ganesh, et al. (2000) classified

customers loyalty as active loyalty and passive loyalty. Active loyalty behaviors are

reflected as purchase behavior and purchase intention, on the other hand, passive

loyalty the influence of price change and switching cost on purchase behavior and

purchase intention.

Brand loyalty is the key element of brand equity, thus a high brand loyalty can

lead to high level of brand equity (Aaker, 1996; Tong & Hawley, 2009; Gil, et al.,

2007).

b) Brand Perceived Quality

Perceived quality is defined by Zeithaml (1988) as a product or service value

which is judged by customer subjectively, instead of the actual quality. Kotler (2000)

has indicated perceived quality has a close relationship among product, service quality,

customer satisfaction and company profitability.

According to Zeithaml (1988) and Steenkamp (1997), perceived quality can be

divided into two groups of factors which are intrinsic attributes and extrinsic attributes.

The intrinsic attributes are related to the physical parts of a product, whereas the

extrinsic attributes are related to product but not the physical aspects, extrinsic

attributes contains price, brand name, store, packaging and production information etc

(Bernue´s, et al.2003).
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c) Brand Awareness

Keller (1993) and Aaker (1991) define brand awareness is how strong is a

brand presence in a customer’s mind. Aaker (1991) further explains brand awareness

is potential customer’s ability to recognize a brand and recall this brand is represent a

certain product line. Aaker (1991) also mentions the degree of brand awareness of a

customer can be ranged from mere recognition a brand to dominance. However,

Keller (1993) argues brand awareness is a process of retrieving the brand information

from memory, brand recognition is more important on customer purchasing decision.

d) Brand Image

According to Keller (1993), brand image is a brand in customer’s mind and

reflected by brand associations in consumer's memory. A strong brand image conveys

superior brand message to customers, thus customer behavior will be influenced by

this message (Burmann, et al., 2008). Brand image is determined by customer overall

perceptions of a product, a higher brand image means higher quality or more value to

the consumers (Richardson, et al., 1994).

2.2.3 Customer Purchase Behavior Determinants

Kotler & Amstrong (2004) defined there are four customer behavior

determinants, which are cultural, social, personal and psychological factors.

Cultural Factors

According to Kotler and Amstrong (2004), cultural contains customer’s

culture, subculture and social class. Culture is the basis cause for a person’s behavior.

a) Cultural and Subculture

Human behavior is basically influenced from the growing up environment,

basic perceptions, values and behavior etc can be learnt from family or the other
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important related groups, thus culture has a significant influence on the customer

purchase behavior. Different groups have different values, perceptions or behaviors

also, so do the purchase behaviors.

Subculture is defined by Kotler and Amstrong (2004) as shared value systems

based on same life experience and situation, which is a smaller part of the culture

including nationalities, racial groups, geographic regions or religions.

b) Social Class

Social class is measured by several variables together including income,

occupation, education and others. Social class cannot be determined by only one

variable.

Social Factors

Social factors like groups, family and roles and status have positively

influences on customer purchase decision (Kotler & Amstrong, 2004).

a) Groups and Family

Groups have different forms, membership group is a group which belongs to a

person and has direct influence. Reference group contrasts to membership group,

which has a direct or indirect affect on forming a person’s attitude and behavior.

Kotler and Amstrong (2004) also indicate a person is always affected by the reference

group which he or she doesn’t belong. Thus customer’s brand choice or purchase

decision may be influenced by new behavior, new lifestyle etc from a reference group.

Except groups, family is another social factor affecting customer purchase

decision or choice decision. Family members like children, husband or wife etc have a

positive influence on family buying decisions or personal buying decisions.
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b) Roles and Status

A person’s position in a group where he or she belongs to is roles and status;

the groups can be family, clubs and organization. A role refers to activities people are

expected to perform according to the person around them, each role carries status

reflecting the general esteem given to it by society.

Personal Factors

A person’s purchasing decision can be influenced by personal factors also,

which includes age and life-cycle stage, occupation, economic situation, personal

lifestyle, personality and self concept (Kotler & Amstrong, 2004).

a) Economic Situations

Economic situations such as personal savings, personal income, interest rate

etc will have influence on customer purchase decision.

b) Age and life-cycle stage, occupation, personal lifestyle, personality and self

concept

As mentioned above, customers with different ages, occupations of customers

have different needs, which affect customer purchase decision.

Lifestyle is a person’s pattern acting and interchanging consumer values and

how they influence buying behavior, considering something more than a person’s

social or personality, it involves measuring consumer interest which leads to buying

behavior.

Personality refers to the unique psychological characteristic that leads to

relatively consistent and lasting response to one’s own environment. Personality is

usually described in terms of trait such as self-confidence, dominance etc.
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Psychological Factors

Psychological factors are motivation, perception, learning, beliefs and

attitudes, which will affect a person’s purchasing behavior choices (Kotler &

Amstrong, 2004).

a) Motivation

A person intends to satisfy his or her need in a specific time, which is driven

by a drive or motives of need. Freud’s theory suggests that subconscious motives

affect purchase decisions of a person. A person will try to satisfy his or her next most

important need after the present most important need was satisfied, the present most

important need in this case will stop being a motivatior.

b) Perception, learning, beliefs and attitudes

According to Kotler and Amstrong (2004), different perceptions can be

formed by people through a same stimulus through three perceptual process; selective

attention, selective distortion and selective intention. Learning can be explained as

drive, which stimulates a particular action, for example, consumer may respond to

cues when he or she decided what he or she should buy. Beliefs are a descriptive

thought, which may be based on real knowledge, opinion or faith; beliefs may

sometimes change by emotional change. A person’s attitude is hard to change or

change may need difficult adjustments from others as the a person’s attitude has

already fit into a pattern.

2.2.4 Customer Decision-Making

According to Engel, Blackwell, and Miniard (1995), customer purchase

decision-making process can be divided into five steps which are problems

recognition, information search, alternative evaluation, purchase decision and post-
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purchase behavior.

Mowen and Minor (2001) indicate customer decision making process are

perceiving problems, searching for solutions, evaluating alternatives, and making

decisions.

According to Engel, et al. (1995), unplanned buying, partially planned buying

and fully planned buying are divided. Unplanned buying refers to purchasing decision

is made by customer in the store, it can be considered as impulse buying. Partially

planned buying refers to customer only decides which category and specification of

product to buy, brand and type are decided later in the store. In addition, fully planned

buying is customer decided what exactly he or she wants to buy before entering the

store.

Kotler (2003) indicates customer purchase intention will be affected by

individual attitude and unpredictable situation, individual attitude includes personal

preference to others and obedient to other’s expectation, and unpredictable situation

means purchase intention will be changed if unpredictable situation occurred.

2.3 Hypotheses Development

H1o: Product does not influence customer doughnut brand choice decision in

Thailand

H1a: Product does influence customer doughnut brand choice decision in Thailand

H2o: Price does not influence customer doughnut brand choice decision in Thailand

H2a: Price does influence customer doughnut brand choice decision in Thailand

H3o: Place does not influence customer doughnut brand choice decision in Thailand
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H3a: Place does influence customer doughnut brand choice decision in Thailand

H4o: Promotion does not influence customer doughnut brand choice decision in

Thailand

H4a: Promotion does influence customer doughnut brand choice decision in Thailand

H5o: People/Personnel does not influence customer doughnut brand choice decision

in Thailand

H5a: People/Personnel does influence customer doughnut brand choice decision in

Thailand

H6o: Process does not influence customer doughnut brand choice decision in

Thailand

H6a: Process does influence customer doughnut brand choice decision in Thailand

H7o: Physical environment does not influence customer doughnut brand choice

decision in Thailand

H7a: Physical environment does influence customer doughnut brand choice decision

in Thailand

H8o: Brand equity elements do not influence customer doughnut brand choice

decision in Thailand

H8a: Brand equity elements do influence customer doughnut brand choice decision in

Thailand
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H9o: Customer purchase behavior determinants do not influence doughnut customer

doughnut brand choice decision in Thailand

H9a: Customer purchase behavior determinants do influence customer doughnut

brand choice decision in Thailand
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2.4 Theoretical Framework

Figure 1: Theoretical Framework

7Ps Marketing Mix
Product
-Taste of product
-Menu variety
-Freshness of product
-Smell of product
-Visually attractiveness of product
-Packaging of product

Price
-Reasonable price
-Value for your money
-Good price range
-Good price combo sets

Place
-Adequate branches
-Convenient to reach Location
-Near other interesting places
-Never out-of-stock

Promotion
-Attractive advertising
-Attractive leaflet
-Vouchers or discounts
-Good public relations

People/Personnel
-Attentive service
-Employee training
-Communication skills of employees

Process
-Easy-to-understand menu
-Overall services
-Waiting time

Physical Environment
-Interior design and décor
-Employee appearance and uniforms
-Menu board design
-Logo and brand material
-Cleanliness

Factors influencing customer doughnut
brand choice decision in Thailand, focusing

on Mister Donut, Dunkin' Donuts
and Krispy Kreme Doughnuts

Brand Equity Elements
-Brand loyalty
-Brand perceived quality
-Brand awareness
-Brand image

Purchase Behavior Determinants
-People influence
-Culture influence
-Personal income and savings
-Personal Motivation



CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter will be explained by following the instruction of research “onion”

(Figure 3.1) developed by Saunders, Lewi, and Thornhill (2009), considering research

philosophy and research approach as the fundamental questions in research

methodology. Research philosophy, research approach, research design, sampling

technique, data collection and data analysis techniques will be discussed orderly.

3.1 Research Philosophy

According to Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill (2009), different philosophical

commitment made by different researchers through choice of research strategy

contain different crucial assumptions about the way researchers view the world.

Johnson and Clark (2006) also indicated the research philosophy significantly affect

not only the research practice of a researcher but also what is being investigated.

Ontology and epistemology of thinking about research philosophy will have

influence on the research process. Ontology is a researcher’s view of the reality of

nature meanwhile epistemology is his/her view about what constitutes acceptable

knowledge in a study field (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009).

Positivism research philosophy, which contrasts to interpretivism, is adopted

by the author to study the topic customer brand choice decision; Positivism is

described as a natural scientist arguing only observable phenomena can provide

credible data and facts. Researchers with positivism will develop research strategy to

develop hypotheses by applying existing theory, hypotheses will then be tested and

then rejected or accepted all or part of them, thus lead to the development of the

theory.(Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009).
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Figure 2: The Research "Onion"

3.2 Research Approach

Research approach helps the author to be clear about the theory before

designing the research project. Researchers can apply either deductive approach or

inductive approach, or both. Deduction is to develop a theory and hypothesis and then

test the hypothesis, on the contrast of deduction, induction is to collect data and

develop theory according to the data analysis result. Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill

(2009) indicated deduction attributed more to positivism and induction to

interpretivism.

This research aims to study factors influencing customer choice decision

towards doughnut brands in Thailand, deductive approach, which contrasts to

induction approach, is adopted by the author in this research.
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3.3 Research Design

After peeling of the two outer layers of “onion”, research philosophy and

research approach. The process of research design will be uncovered in this section

which includes the next three layers, research strategies, research choices and time

horizons.

3.3.1 Research Purpose

Before explaining the research design, the author will clarify the purpose of

this research first. According to the topic, factors influencing customer choice

decision towards doughnut brands in Thailand, this research is to explain the

relationship between determining factors and the customer doughnut brand choice

decision in Thailand. Sauder, Lewis, and Thornhill (2009) defined this as explanatory

study, which is investigating the relationship between variables under a specific

situation.

3.3.2 Research Strategy

As the author mentioned above, the positivism research philosophy and

deductive approach are adopted. Saunder, Lewis, and Thornhill (2009) indicated the

choice of research philosophy and approach will affect the way of answering research

question, thus the whole research project will be subsequently influenced by the

research question.

The first layer of research design is research strategy, survey strategy was used

by the author in this research, survey strategy is usually connected with deductive

approach as the author explained above, and meanwhile it can be used to collect

quantitative data in order to investigate the relationships between variables (Saunder,

Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009)
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3.3.3 Research Choice

According to Sauder, Lewis, and Thornhill (2009), researchers can choose

either quantitative or qualitative method to collect data, this single data collection

method is called mono method, and sometimes the combination of both will be used

as well. In this research, the author collected quantitative data through questionnaire

only, which is mono method as one data collection method was used.

3.3.4 Time Horizons

The last layer of research design is time horizons, time horizons can be

divided into two types which are cross-sectional study and longitudinal study, the

former one is used to study a particular phenomenon at a particular time, and the latter

one is used to investigate the change and development over a given period (Sauder,

Lewis, & Thornhill, 2008). Easterby-Smith, et al. (2008) indicated cross-sectional

studies often employ the survey strategy as longitudinal study takes plenty of time. In

this research, cross-sectional study was applied by the author.

3.4 Sampling Technique

3.4.1 Population and Sample Size

Sauder, Lewis, and Thornhill (2008) indicated sample is a sub-group, which is

selected from all possible cases. The all possible cases are also called population. For

some research questions, data can be collected from an entire population, on the other

hand, some questions cannot.

According to research topic, customer choice decision towards doughnut

brands in Thailand, collecting data from the entire population is impractical; Except

large population, time constraint and budget constraint also provide the reasons why

the author need to select the sample from the population, not the entire population.
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In this research, the author selected the samples from the population in

Bangkok, the targeted respondents are male or female from 15 years old to 50 years

old, and who used to patronize donuts in Mister Donut, Dunkin’ Donuts and Krispy

Kreme Doughnuts in Bangkok, Thailand. The sample size was determined by

applying a formula which was suggested by Yamane (1967). The formula is shown as

below;

n=
)(1 2eN

N


Where, n = the sample size

N = the size of population

e = the level of precision

According to the Department of Provincial Administration, the population of

Bangkok metropolis in 2015 is 5,693,884, meanwhile the level of precision is 95%

confidence (e=0.05). Thus, the sample size is;

N= 2)05.0(884,693,51
884,693,5



≈399.97

3.4.2 Sampling technique

After designing the sample size, the sampling techniques need to be decided.

In this research the author selected simple random probability sampling technique to

collect data from the population in Bangkok area, Thailand. Simple random

probability sampling, is a sampling technique, by selecting each sample from the

entire population, during the process, each unit of the population has the same chance

to be chosen (Saunder, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009).
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3.5 Data Collection

Data collection and analysis is the center of the onion, which are research

tactics, research tactics are different from research design as research tactics are

details of data collection and analysis meanwhile research design is a general plan of

the research (Saunder, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). In this section, questionnaire design,

validity assessment and reliability test will be discussed orderly.

In this research, the author collected secondary data through journals, books.

and collect primary data by using questionnaire. Questionnaire is a predesigned set of

questions to which respondents write down their answers (Sekaran & Bougie, 2013).

In explanatory research, questionnaire can be used to examine and explain the

relationship between variables (Saunder, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009).

There are two types of questionnaire, self-administered and interviewer-

administered. According to the previous sections, quantitative mono method was

adopted by the author, thus self-administered questionnaire was applied (Saunder,

Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009).

3.5.1 Questionnaire design

Before designing the questionnaire, researchers need to review the literature

carefully and discuss the idea wildly with colleagues, project advisor or other

interested parties in order to be clear about the possible relationship between variables

(Saunder, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). Thus prior to designing the questionnaire, the

author brainstormed the ideas, determining factors influencing customer choice

decision towards doughnut brands in Thailand, with project advisor, colleagues and

friends. In addition, literature was reviewed by the author.
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Bourque and Clark (1994, pp. 1-88) indicated questions can be designed from

adopting, adapting questions from others’ questionnaires or developing own questions.

The research is to study customer brand choice decision in doughnut field; however

the literature in doughnut field is scant. Thus the author adapted the questionnaires

from fast food restaurant field which is similar.

There are two types of questions in this questionnaire which are category

questions and Likert-style rating scale questions. Category questions were useful for

collecting behavior or attributes data, which respondent’s answer can only fit in one

category. Likert-style rating scale questions are used for collecting opinion data

(Saunder, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009).

For category questions (Table 2), demographic data such as gender, age,

marital status, education level, occupation, monthly income were collected, as well as

behavior data such as frequently buy product, ways to get donut brand information,

time to patronize, frequency of patronize and personal lifestyle.

Table 2: Categorical Questions Design

Variables Data Types Response Categories

1. Gender Nominal 1. Male

2. Female

2. Age Ordinal 1. Under 20

2. 20 – 35

3. 36 – 50

4. 51 – 65

5. Over 65

(Continued)
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Table 2 (Continued): Categorical Questions Design

3. Marital Status Nominal 1. Married

2. Divorced or separated

3. Single

4. Widow

4. Education Level Nominal 1. Elementary school

2. High school

3. Bachelor degree

4. Master degree or higher

5. Other

5. Occupation Nominal 1. Student

2. Businessman

3. Company employee

4. Government official

5. Other

6. Monthly Income Ordinal 1. 0-10,000 Baht

2. 10,001-20,000 Baht

3. 20,001-30,000 Baht

4. More than 30,001 Baht

7. Whether always choose one brand Dichotomous 1.Yes

2. No

(Continued)
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Table 2 (Continued): Categorical Questions Design

8. Ways to get donut brand information Nomina

l

1. Friend

2. Television or Radio

3. Family or Relatives

4. Pass by

5. Internet

6. Other

9. Time to patronize Nomina

l

1. Breakfast time

2. Lunch time

3. Afternoon tea time

4. Dinner time

5. After dinner time

10. Frequently buy product Nomina

l

1. Donuts

2. Coffee or other beverage

3. Combo sets

4. Other

11. Frequency of patronize Ordinal 1. Rarely

2. Sometimes

3. Very often

4. Always

(Continued)
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Table 2 (Continued): Categorical Questions Design

12. Lifestyle Nominal 1. Fashion conscious

2. Strong personality

3. Careful budget planning

4. Stressed life

5. Conservative life

6. Health conscious

For Likert-style rating questions, the author applied seven- and five- Likert-

style rating scale to ask how strongly the respondents agree or disagree with series of

statements.

In this research, seven Likert-style rating questions were used to collect data

on whether the respondents rate (from No Effect to Strongly Agree) the 7Ps

Marketing Mix elements (7 questions), brand equity elements (4 questions) and

customer purchase behavior determinant elements (4 questions) affect their choice

decisions towards donut brands in Thailand. Each questions scaled from “No Effect”

to “Strongly Agree” and the weight (score) are set in each level as below;

No Effect =1 point

Strongly Disagree =2 point

Disagree =3 points

Slightly Disagree =4 points

Uncertain =5 points
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Slightly Agree =6 points

Agree =7 points

Strongly Agree =8 points

Mean and class intervals formula was used to measure each level as below;

Class intervals =
Classwidth

valuevalueDataRange )min(max 

=
8
)18( 

= 0.875

≈ 0.9

Therefore, the average score can be translated as;

Average score of 7.31-8.00 refers to a highest effect level

Average score of 6.41-7.3 refers to a high effect level

Average score of 5.51-6.4 refers to a slight effect level

Average score of 4.61-5.5 refers to a medium effect level

Average score of 3.71-4.6 refers to a slight low effect level

Average score of 2.81-3.7 refers to a low effect level

Average score of 1.91-2.8 refers to a lowest low level

Average score of 1-1.9 refers to no effect

In order to collect data on how does 7Ps Marketing Mix elements, brand

equity elements and customer purchase behavior determinant elements affect brand

choice decision towards donuts shops in Thailand. Five Likert-style rating questions

were developed by the author. Each questions scaled from “Strongly Disagree” to

“Strongly Agree” and the weight (score) are set in each level as below;
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Strongly Disagree =1 point

Disagree =2 points

Uncertain =3 points

Agree =4 points

Strongly Agree =5 points

Mean and class intervals formula were used to measure each level as below;

Class intervals =
Classwidth

valuevalueDataRange )min(max 

=
5
)15( 

= 0.8

Therefore, the average score can be translated as;

Average score of 4.21-5 refers to a highest effect level

Average score of 3.41-4.2 refers to a high effect level

Average score of 2.61-3.4 refers to a medium effect level

Average score of 1.81-2.6 refers to a low effect level

Average score of 1-1.8 refers to a lowest effect level

7Ps Marketing Mix questions (29 questions) were developed in terms of

literature review (Ahmad & Mason, 2015; Mutsikiwa, Basera, Dhliwayo, &

Muzangwa, 2012; Kotler, 1976, p.60; Ryu, et al., 2012), brand equity questions (12

questions) were designed according to (A. C. C. Lu, Gursoy, & C. Y. Lu, 2015; Han,

Nguyen, & Lee, 2015), meanwhile customer purchase behavior determinants
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questions (10 questions) were developed from (Koler & Amstrong, 2004). Each of the

questions is shown as below;

a) 7Ps Marketing Mix

How “7Ps Marketing Mix” elements influence your choice decision towards three

doughnut brands (Mister Donut/Dunkin Donuts/Krispy Kreme Doughnuts) in

Thailand?

Product (6 questions)

Taste of product

Menu variety

Freshness of product

Smell of product

Visually attractiveness of product

Packaging of product

Price (4 questions)

Reasonable price

Value for your money

Good price range

Good price combo sets

Place (4 quesitons)

Adequate branches

Convenient to reach Location

Near other interesting places

Never out-of-stock

Promotion (4 questions)
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Attractive advertising

Attractive leaflet

Vouchers or discounts

Good public relations

People/Personnel (3 questions)

Attentive service

Employee training

Communication skills of employees

Process (3 questions)

Easy-to-understand menu

Overall services

Waiting time

Physical Environment (5 questions)

Interior design and décor

Employee appearance and uniforms

Menu board design

Logo and brand material

Cleanliness

b) Brand Equity

How “Brand Equity” elements influence your choice decision towards three doughnut

brands (Mister Donut/Dunkin Donuts/Krispy Kreme Doughnuts) in Thailand?

Brand Loyalty (3 questions)

I will visit this donut shop again

This donut brand is my first choice compared to other donut brands
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I am satisfied with the purchasing experience in this donut shop

Brand Perceived Quality (3 quesitons)

Overall quality of food/Beverage at this donut shop is good

This donut shop performs the service right at the first time

Staffs of this donut shop is willing to help me

Brand Awareness (3 questions)

I am aware of this donut brand

I am familiar with this donut brand

I can recognize this brand among other donut brands

Brand Image (3 questions)

This donut brand has a differentiated image compared to other donut brands

I feel comfortable eating in this donut shop

This donut brand has a very clear image

c) Customer Purchase Determinants

How “Customer Purchase Determinant” elements influence your choice decision

towards three doughnut brands (Mister Donut/Dunkin Donuts/Krispy Kreme

Doughnuts) in Thailand?

People Influence (3 questions)

Family influence

Friend influence

Colleague influence

Cultural Influence (3 questions)

Thai cultural influence

Regional Thai cultural influence (Central, Northeastern, Northern, Southern)
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International cultural influence

Personal Income and Savings (2 questions)

Personal income situation

Personal savings situation

Personal Motivation (2 questions)

Subconscious purchase intention

Temporary consumption need

3.5.2 Validity Assessment and Reliability Test

Prior to using the questionnaire to collect data, validity assessment and

reliability test are applied by the author.

As the author mentioned above, all of the questions are adjusted or developed

based on literature review but in order to establish content validity, the author asked

five experts in related field to comment on the representativeness and suitability of the

questions. The five experts are;

1. Miss. Napisara Dheeranond-Marketing Communications Manager in Au Bon Pain

Thailand

2. Mr. Ajan Shrestha-Marketing Manager in Baskin Robbins Thailand

3. Miss. Thitirat Mingma-Marketing Manager in Dunkin Donuts Thailand

4. Miss. Nataya Pinmuang-Operation Support Manager in Dunkin Donuts Thailand

5. Mr. Chopvit Ruenvetch-Research and Development Manager in Mudman

Rovinelli and Hambleton’s (1977) item-objective congruence index was used

to access validity in this research. IOC (item-objective congruence index) is a process

of letting field experts to evaluate each item by marking 1 (clearly measuring), 0
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(degree to which it measures is not clear), or -1 (not clearly measuring). The result of

IOC value must be 0.5 or above to be accepted. The formula is shown as below;

IOC=
N
R

Where, IOC = Consistency between the objective and content or questions and

objectives

R = Total assessment points given from all qualified experts

N = Number of qualified experts

After collecting the evaluation forms from five experts, the author made

adjustments in order to ensure the index value is higher than 5. In the end, the index is

higher than 0.5 (IOC=0.995) and pass the content validity test. The calculation is

shown as below;

IOC=
N
R =

400
396 = 0.995

Although the questionnaire is valid it also needs to be reliable, thus 30

questionnaires were distributed to respondents for reliability test. Cronbach’s alpha

was used by using SPSS 20. If Cronbach’s alpha coefficient is higher than 0.7, the

reliability is acceptable (Cronbabch, 1951; Olorunniwo, et al., 2006). The criteria of

reliability are illustrated as the table below (Table 3);

Table 3: Criteria of Reliability Result

Cronbach’s Alpha

Coefficient

Reliability Level Desirebility Level

0.80 – 1.00 Very High Excellent

(Continued)
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Table 3 (Continued): Criteria of Reliability Result

0.70 – 0.79 High Good

0.50 – 0.69 Medium Fair

0.30 – 0.49 Low Poor

Less than 0.30 Very Low Unacceptable

Source: Vanitbuncha, K. (2003). Statistical analysis: Statistic for management and

research. Thailand: Department of Statistic Faculty of Chulalongkorn University.

Table 4: Result of Reliability Test

Variables Cronbach’s

Alpha

Coefficient

Reliability

Level

Desirability

Level

All Parts (66 items) .983 Very High Excellent

7Ps Marketing Mix

(29 items)

.970 Very High Excellent

Brand Equity (12

items)

.950 Very High Excellent

Purchase Behavior

Determinants (10

items)

.824 Very High Excellent

According to Table 4, the Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of All parts, 7Ps

Marketing Mix, brand equity and customer purchase behavior determinants are 0.983,

0.970, 0.950 and 0.824 respectively, which all interpret as very high reliability.
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3.5.3 Data Collection Process

418 questionnaires were distributed via online questionnaires created by

Google drive and email from 5th March to 2nd April 2016 by using simple random

sampling, however only 406 questionnaires are valid as the other 12 respondents

haven’t patronized doughnut shops in Thailand before. Before the questionnaires were

distributed, the author asked five experts for validity assessment, 30 questionnaires

were handed out for reliability test after passing validity, and questionnaire was

adjusted and revised before collecting the 406 questionnaires.

3.6 Data Analysis Techniques

3.6.1 Cross Tabulation

Cross tabulation data analysis technique was applied to analyze attributes and

behavior data. Cross tabulation, also called contingency table analysis, is often used

for categorical data analysis, multidimensional data can be displayed by using this

technique.

3.6.2 Multinomial Logistic Regression

As the research is to investigate the determining factors influencing customer

doughnut brand choice in Thailand towards three brands, Mister Donut, Dunkin’

Donuts, Krispy Kreme Doughnut. Thus Multinomial logistic regression data analysis

technique was used by the author to test the hypotheses.

Multinomial logistic regression is a model that used when there are more than

2 nominal dependent variables (Bayaga, 2010), thus it is a simple extension of logistic

regression, which analyzes dichotomous dependents. The multinomial regression

procedure in SPSS allows selecting freely one group to compare the others with.
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Multinomial regression logit models and profit model are widely used as the

link function in ordinal regression, the basic idea behind logits is to use a logarithmic

function to restrict the probability values to (0,1), technically this is log odds with the

logarithmic of the odds of y=1.

The following graph shows the difference for a logit and a probit model for

different values (-4,4).

However, most multinomial regression models are based on the logit function.

The difference between both functions is typically only seen in small samples because

probit assumes normal distribution of the probability of the event, when logit assumes

the log distribution.

Figure 3: Differences Between Logit and Probit Multinomial Regression Models



CHAPTER 4

RESEARCH RESULT

The data which collected from respondents were analyzed by SPSS 20, in this

chapter, demographics information, hypotheses testing result and other findings will

be explained by the author orderly.

4.1 Demographics Information
Table 5: Demographics Information (Gender)

Male Female Total

Mister Donut 63 85 148

Dunkin’ Donuts 44 66 110

Krispy Kreme Doughnuts 59 89 148

Total 166 240 406

The table clearly shows most of the respondents chose Mister Donut (148) and

Krispy Kreme Doughnuts (n=148) as their favorite brands, whereas Dunkin’ Donuts

was chosen by 110 respondents. This table also shows there are 240 female

respondents and 166 male respondents.

Table 6: Demographics Information (Age)

Under 20 20 - 35 36 - 50 Total

Mister Donut 18 128 2 148

Dunkin’ Donuts 5 104 1 110

Krispy Kreme Doughnuts 19 123 6 148

Total 42 355 9 406
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According to the table, most of the respondents are age from 20 to 35 (n=355),

following by the age group who are under 20 (n=42), and the people who are between

36 and 50 (n=9).

Table 7: Demographics Information (Marital Status)

Married Divorced or

Separated

Single Widow Total

Mister Donut 2 1 144 1 148

Dunkin’ Donuts 4 0 106 0 110

Krispy Kreme

Doughnuts

2 2 144 0 148

Total 8 3 394 1 406

As the table shows above, 394 respondents are single, following by married

(n=8), divorced or separated (n=3) and widow respondents (n=1).

Table 8: Demographics Information (Education Level)

High

School

Bachelor

Degree

Master Degree or

Higher

Total

Mister Donut 7 112 29 148

Dunkin’ Donuts 2 81 27 110

Krispy Kreme

Doughnuts

10 111 27 148

Total 19 304 83 406

From the table above, most of the respondents are well-educated with 304

bachelor degree holders and 83 master degree or higher degree holders, the other 19

are high school education level.
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Table 9: Demographics Information (Occupation Status)

Student Business

man

Company

Employee

Government

Official

Other Total

Mister Donut 100 6 29 13 0 148

Dunkin’ Donuts 64 3 31 9 3 110

Krispy Kreme

Doughnuts

104 3 23 13 5 148

Total 268 12 83 35 8 406

According to the table, most of the respondents are students with 268 people,

following by company employee (n=83), government official (n=35), Business people

(n=12) and the others (n=8). The other occupations include lawyer, economist,

physician, doctor, dentist, nurse and engineer.

Table 10:Demographics Information (Monthly Income)

0 – 10,000

Baht

10,001 –

20,000 Baht

20,001 –

30,000

Baht

More

than

30,001

Baht

Total

Mister Donut 59 41 20 28 148

Dunkin’ Donuts 39 28 23 20 110

Krispy Kreme

Doughnuts

57 46 19 26 148

Total 155 115 62 74 406

From the table shows above, respondents whose monthly income is between 0

to 10,000 Baht (n=155), are more than other categories, the following monthly
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income groups are 10,001-20,000 Baht (n=115), 30,001+ Baht (n=74), 20,001-30,000

Baht (n=62).

4.2 Result of the Hypotheses Testing

4.2.1 All Independent Variables

Table 11: Hypotheses Testing Result of All Independent Variables

Effect Model Fitting Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests

-2 Log Likelihood of

Reduced Model

Chi-Square df Sig.

PRODU 349.115b 33.399 14 .003*

PRICE 353.002b 37.286 14 .001*

PLACE 379.553 63.836 14 .000*

PROMO 372.692b 56.976 14 .000*

PEOPL 350.354b 34.637 14 .002*

PROCE 359.372b 43.656 14 .000*

PHYSI 399.089b 83.373 14 .000*

BLOYA 422.122b 106.405 14 .000*

BQUAL 366.769b 51.053 14 .000*

BAWAR 404.014b 88.297 14 .000*

BIMAG 350.446b 34.729 14 .002*

PEOIN 413.846b 98.129 14 .000*

CULIN 411.866b 96.149 14 .000*

SAVIN 360.185b 44.469 14 .000*

PMOTIV 352.949b 37.233 14 .001*
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The table clearly shows given p-values of all independent variables are less

than .05, therefore the author can reject Ho (Independent variables do not influence

doughnut brand choice decision) and accept Ha (Independent variables do influence

doughnut brand choice decision). Thus the author can conclude with 99% confidence

that conceptual framework of this research is correct.

4.2.2 Individual Independent Variable

a) Product

Hypotheses of product are known as below;

H1o: Product does not influence doughnut customer choice decision towards

doughnut brands in Thailand

H1a: Product does influence doughnut customer choice decision towards doughnut

brands in Thailand

The result of Multinomial logistic regression shows that p-value of product

is .003 (< .05) (Table 4.2.1), so the author can conclude that product does influence

customer brand choice decision towards doughnut brands in Thailand.

Table 12: Hypotheses Testing Result of Product

Effect Model Fitting Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests

-2 Log Likelihood of Reduced Model Chi-Square df Sig.

PRODU1 606.744 20.763 8 .008*

PRODU2 595.428 9.448 8 .306

PRODU3 606.455 20.475 8 .009*

PRODU4 614.763 28.783 8 .000*

PRODU5 600.889 14.908 8 .061

PRODU6 597.722 11.741 8 .163
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When looking into more product specifications, only taste, freshness and smell

of product significantly influence doughnut brand preference selection among the

three brands since p-values of taste, freshness and smell are .008, .009 and .000

respectively, all of which are less than .05.

b) Price

Hypotheses of price are known as below;

H2o: Price does not influence doughnut customer choice decision towards doughnut

brands in Thailand

H2a: Price does influence doughnut customer choice decision towards doughnut

brands in Thailand

The result of Multinomial logistic regression shows that p-value of price

is .001 (< .05) (Table 4.2.1), so the author can conclude that price does influence

customer brand choice decision towards doughnut brands in Thailand.

Table 13: Hypotheses Testing Result of Price

Effect Model Fitting Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests

-2 Log Likelihood of Reduced Model Chi-Square df Sig.

PRICE1 351.314 10.770 8 .215

PRICE2 361.847 21.303 8 .006*

PRICE3 359.734 19.191 8 .014*

PRICE4 346.815 6.271 8 .617

When looking into more price specifications, only value for money and good

price range significantly influence doughnut brand preference selection among the

three brands since p-values of value for money and good price range of product

are .006 and .014 respectively, all of which are less than .05. However, good price
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range significantly influence consumer decision in choosing both Mister Donut (p-

value=0.011<0.05) and Krispy Kreme Doughnuts (p-value=0.002<0.05) over Dunkin’

Donuts (see Appendix D).

c) Place

Hypotheses of place are known as below;

H3o: Place does not influence doughnut customer choice decision towards doughnut

brands in Thailand

H3a: Place does influence doughnut customer choice decision towards doughnut

brands in Thailand

The result of Multinomial logistic regression shows that p-value of place

is .000 (< .05) (Table 4.2.1), so the author can conclude that place does influence

customer brand choice decision towards doughnut brands in Thailand.

Table 14: Hypotheses Testing Result of Place

Effect Model Fitting Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests

-2 Log Likelihood of Reduced

Model

Chi-Square df Sig.

PLACE1 439.943 16.903 8 .031*

PLACE2 435.496 12.456 8 .132

PLACE3 443.184 20.145 8 .010*

PLACE4 446.393 23.354 8 .003*

When looking into more place specifications, adequate branches, near other

interesting places and never out-of-stock which are shown in the constructs of place

significantly influence doughnut brand preference selection among the three brands

since p-values of adequate branches, near other interesting places and never out-of-
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stock are .031, .010 and .003 respectively, all of which are less than .05. However,

only near other interesting places (p-value=0.001<0.05) significantly influence

consumer decision in choosing Mister Donut over Dunkin’ Donuts, meanwhile

adequate branches (p-value=0.043<0.05) and never out-of-stock (p-value=0.006<0.05)

significantly influence consumer decision in choosing Krispy Kreme Doughnuts over

Dunkin’ Donuts (see Appendix E).

d) Promotion

Hypotheses of promotion are known as below;

H4o: Promotion does not influence doughnut customer choice decision towards

doughnut brands in Thailand

H4a: Promotion does influence doughnut customer choice decision towards doughnut

brands in Thailand

The result of Multinomial logistic regression shows that p-value of promotion

is .000 (< .05) (Table 4.2.1), so the author can conclude that promotion does influence

customer brand choice decision towards doughnut brands in Thailand.

Table 15: Hypotheses Testing Result of Promotion

Effect Model Fitting Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests

-2 Log Likelihood of Reduced Model Chi-Square df Sig.

PROMO1 447.065 34.974 8 .000*

PROMO2 424.515 12.424 8 .133

PROMO3 421.637 9.546 8 .298

PROMO4 427.567 15.476 8 .051

When looking into more promotion specifications, only attractive advertising

significantly influence doughnut brand preference selection among the three brands
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since p-value of attractive advertising is .000 which is less than .05. However,

attractive advertising (p-value=0.023<0.05), good public relations (p-

value=0.002<0.05) significantly affect consumer decision in choosing Mister Donut

over Dunkin’ Donuts, furthermore, attractive advertising (p-value=0.003<0.05) also

has significant influence on consumer decision in choosing Krispy Kreme Doughnuts

over Dunkin’ Donuts (see Appendix F).

e) People/Personnel

Hypotheses of people/personnel are known as below;

H5o: People/Personnel does not influence doughnut customer choice decision towards

doughnut brands in Thailand

H5a: People/Personnel does influence doughnut customer choice decision towards

doughnut brands in Thailand

The result of Multinomial logistic regression shows that p-value of

people/personnel is .002 (< .05) (Table 4.2.1), so the author can conclude that

people/personnel does influence customer brand choice decision towards doughnut

brands in Thailand.

Table 16: Hypotheses Testing Result of People/Personnel

Effect Model Fitting Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests

-2 Log Likelihood of

Reduced Model

Chi-Square df Sig.

PEOPL1 259.945 15.153 8 .056

PEOPL2 270.182 25.390 8 .001*

PEOPL3 278.279 33.488 8 .000*
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When looking into more people/personnel specifications, employee training

and communication skills of employees significantly influence doughnut brand

preference selection among the three brands since p-values of taste, freshness and

smell are .001 and .000 respectively, all of which are less than .05. However, only

employee training significantly (p-value=0.001<0.05) influence customer decision in

choosing Krispy Kreme Doughnuts over Dunkin’ Donuts (see Appendix G).

f) Process

Hypotheses of process are known as below;

H6o: Process does not influence doughnut customer choice decision towards

doughnut brands in Thailand

H6a: Process does influence doughnut customer choice decision towards doughnut

brands in Thailand

The result of Multinomial logistic regression shows that p-value of process

is .000 (< .05) (Table 4.2.1), so the author can conclude that process does influence

customer brand choice decision towards doughnut brands in Thailand.

Table 17: Hypotheses Testing Result of Process

Effect Model Fitting Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests

-2 Log Likelihood of Reduced Model Chi-Square df Sig.

PROCE1 285.649 31.881 8 .000*

PROCE2 264.176 10.407 8 .238

PROCE3 273.333 19.565 8 .012*

When looking into more process specifications, easy-to-understand menu and

waiting time significantly influence doughnut brand preference selection among the

three brands since p-values of easy-to-understand menu and waiting time are .000
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and .012 respectively, all of which are less than .05. However, easy-to-understand

menu (p-value=0.003<0.05) and overall service (p-value=0.035<0.05) significantly

influence consumer decision in choosing Krispy Kreme Doughnuts over Dunkin’

Donuts (see Appendix H).

g) Physical Environment

Hypotheses of physical environment are known as below;

H7o: Physical environment does not influence doughnut customer choice decision

towards doughnut brands in Thailand

H7a: Physical environment does influence doughnut customer choice decision

towards doughnut brands in Thailand

The result of Multinomial logistic regression shows that p-value of physical

environment is .000 (< .05) (Table 4.2.1), so the author can conclude that physical

environment does influence customer brand choice decision towards doughnut brands

in Thailand.

Table 18: Hypotheses Testing Result of Physical Environment

Effect Model Fitting Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests

-2 Log Likelihood of Reduced Model Chi-Square df Sig.

PHYSI1 531.574 12.775 8 .120

PHYSI2 537.347 18.548 8 .017*

PHYSI3 530.460 11.661 8 .167

PHYSI4 534.652 15.853 8 .045*

PHYSI5 540.360 21.561 8 .006*

When looking into more physical environment specifications, employee

appearance and uniforms, logo and brand material and cleanliness significantly
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influence doughnut brand preference selection among the three brands since p-values

of employee appearance and uniforms, logo and brand material and cleanliness

are .017, .045 and .006 respectively, all of which are less than .05.

h) Brand Equity

Hypotheses of brand equity are known as below;

H8o: Brand equity does not influence doughnut customer choice decision towards

doughnut brands in Thailand

H8a: Brand equity does influence doughnut customer choice decision towards

doughnut brands in Thailand

The result of Multinomial logistic regression shows that p-value of brand

equity elements is all lower than .05 (Table 4.2.1). The p-values of brand loyalty,

brand perceived quality and brand awareness are all .000, meanwhile the p-value of

brand image is .002, so the author can conclude that brand equity does influence

customer brand choice decision towards doughnut brands in Thailand.

Table 19: Hypotheses Testing Result of Brand Equity

Effect Model Fitting Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests

-2 Log Likelihood of Reduced Model Chi-Square df Sig.

BLOYA1 682.083 25.529 8 .001*

BLOYA2 667.533 10.979 8 .203

BLOYA3 667.228 10.674 8 .221

BQUAL1 670.648 14.095 8 .079

BQUAL2 687.710 31.157 8 .000*

BQUAL3 672.512 15.958 8 .043*

(Continued)
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Table 19(Continued): Hypotheses Testing Result of Brand Equity

BAWAR1 666.030 9.476 8 .304

BAWAR2 667.994 11.440 8 .178

BAWAR3 672.583 16.029 8 .042*

BIMAG1 670.587 14.033 8 .081

BIMAG2 663.023 6.469 8 .595

BIMAG3 667.520 10.966 8 .204

When looking into overall brand equity, only revisit intention, first time

service, staff willingness to help, and brand recognition significantly influence

doughnut brand preference selection among the three brands since p-values of revisit

intention under brand loyalty, service right at the first time under perceived brand

quality, and brand awareness 3 are .001, .000, .043 and .042 all of which are less

than .05. However, for pairwise brand comparison, only first time service quality (p-

value=0.036<0.05) and clear brand image (p-value=0.019<0.05) significantly

influence consumer decision in choosing Mister Donut over Dunkin’ Donuts,

meanwhile revisit intention (p-value=0.007<0.05) , overall quality of food/beverage

(p-value=0.012<0.05) and first time service (p-value=0.001<0.05) significantly

influence consumer decision in choosing Krispy Kreme Donuts over Dunkin’ Donuts,

meanwhile. (see Appendix I).

i) Customer Behavior Determinants

Hypotheses of customer behavior determinant are known as below;

H9o: Customer behavior determinant does not influence doughnut customer choice

decision towards doughnut brands in Thailand
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H9a: Customer behavior determinant does influence doughnut customer choice

decision towards doughnut brands in Thailand

The result of Multinomial logistic regression shows that p-value of customer

behavior determinant elements is all lower than .05 (Table 4.2.1). The p-values of

people influence, cultural influence, personal income and savings are .000 meanwhile

the p-value of motivation is .001, so the author can conclude that customer behavior

determinant does influence customer brand choice decision towards doughnut brands

in Thailand.

Table 20: Hypotheses Testing Result of Customer Behavior Determinants

Effect Model Fitting Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests

-2 Log Likelihood of Reduced

Model

Chi-Square df Sig.

PEOIN1 676.636 4.335 8 .826

PEOIN2 689.841 17.540 8 .025*

PEOIN3 689.761 17.460 8 .026*

CULIN1 690.267 17.966 8 .021*

CULIN2 711.148 38.847 8 .000*

CULIN3 680.590 8.289 8 .406

PINCOM 689.802 17.501 8 .025*

PSAVE 699.929 27.628 8 .001*

SUBCON 675.444 3.143 8 .925

CNEED 687.766 15.465 8 .051

When looking into overall customer behavior determinants, only friend

influence. Colleague influence, Thai culture influence and regional Thai culture
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influence, personal income and savings significantly influence doughnut brand

preference selection among the three brands since p-values of friend influence.

Colleague influence, Thai culture influence and regional Thai culture influence,

personal income and savings are .025, .026, .021, .000, .025 and .001 all of which are

less than .05. However, family influence (p-value=0.003<0.05) and temporary

consumption need (p-value=0.04<0.05) significantly influence consumer decision in

choosing Mister Donut over Dunkin’ Donuts, meanwhile only friend influence (p-

value=0.036<0.05) and regional Thai cultural influence (p-value=0.001<0.05)

significantly influence consumer decision in choosing Krispy Kreme Doughnuts over

Dunkin’ Donuts. (see Appendix J).

4.2.3 Summary of Hypotheses Testing

Table 21: Summary of Hypotheses Testing

Hypothesis Descriptions Result

H1 Product Strongly Significant*

H1.1 Taste of product Strongly Significant*

H1.2 Variety of product Insignificant

H1.3 Freshness of product Strongly Significant*

H1.4 Smell of product Strongly Significant*

H1.5 Visual attractiveness of product Insignificant

H1.6 Packing of product Insignificant

H2 Price Strongly Significant*

H2.1 Reasonable price Insignificant

H2.2 Value for money Strongly Significant*

(Continued)
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Table 21 (Continued): Summary of Hypotheses Testing

H2.3 Good price range Strongly Significant*

H2.4 Good price combo sets Insignificant

H3 Place Strongly Significant*

H3.1 Adequate branches Significant

H3.2 Convenient location Insignificant

H3.3 Near other interesting places Strongly Significant*

H3.4 Never out-of-stock Strongly Significant*

H4 Promotion Strongly Significant*

H4.1 Attractive advertising Strongly Significant*

H4.2 Attractive leaflet Insignificant

H4.3 Vouchers or discounts Insignificant

H4.4 Good public relations Insignificant

H5 People/Personnel Strongly Significant*

H5.1 Attentive service Insignificant

H5.2 Employee training Strongly Significant*

H5.3 Communication skills of employees Strongly Significant*

H6 Process Strongly Significant*

H6.1 Easy-to-understand menu Strongly Significant*

H6.2 Overall service Insignificant

H6.3 Waiting time Strongly Significant*

H7 Physical Environment Strongly Significant*

H7.1 Interior design and decor Insignificant

(Continued)
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Table 21(Continued): Summary of Hypotheses Testing

H7.2 Employee appearance and uniforms Significant

H7.3 Menu board design Insignificant

H7.4 Logo and brand material Slightly Significant

H7.5 Cleanliness Strongly Significant*

H8 Brand Equity

H8.1 Brand Loyalty Strongly Significant*

H8.1.1 I will visit this donut shop again Strongly Significant*

H8.1.2 This donut shop brand is my first choice compared

to other donut brands

Insignificant

H8.1.3 I am satisfied with the purchasing experience in this

donut shop

Insignificant

H8.2 Brand Perceived Quality Strongly significant*

H8.2.1 Overall quality of food/beverage at this donut shop

is good

Insignificant

H8.2.2 This donut shop performs the service right at the

first time

Strongly Significant*

H8.3.3 Staff of this donut shop is willing to help me Slightly Significant

H8.3 Brand Awareness Strongly Significant*

H8.3.1 I am aware of this donut brand Insignificant

H8.3.2 I am familiar with this donut brand Insignificant

H8.3.3 I can recognize this brand among other donut

brands

Slightly Significant

(Continued)
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Table 21(Continued): Summary of Hypotheses Testing

H8.4 Brand Image Strongly Significant*

H8.4.1 This donut brand has a differentiated image

compared to other donut brands

Insignificant

H8.4.2 I feel comfortable eating in this donut shop Insignificant

H8.4.3 This donut brand has a very clear image Insignificant

H9 Customer Purchase Behavior Determinants

H9.1 People Influence Strongly Significant*

H9.1.1 Family influence Insignificant

H9.1.2 Friend influence Significant

H9.1.3 Colleague influence Significant

H9.2 Cultural Influence Strongly Significant*

H9.2.1 Thai cultural influence Strongly Significant*

H9.2.2 Regional Thai cultural influence Significant

H9.2.3 International cultural influence Insignificant

H9.3 Personal Income and Savings Strongly Significant*

H9.3.1 Personal income situation Significant

H9.3.2 Personal savings situation Strongly Significant*

H9.4 Personal Motivation Strongly Significant*

H9.4.1 Subconscious purchase intention Insignificant

H9.4.2 Temporary consumption need Insignificant
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4.3 More Findings
Table 22: More Findings (Whether Always Choose One Brand)

Yes No Total

Mister Donut 104 44 148

Dunkin’ Donuts 63 47 110

Krispy Kreme Doughnuts 104 44 148

Total 271 135 406

The table clearly shows that, most of the respondents always choose the brand they

always like (n=271), only 135 respondents switch the doughnut brand sometimes.

Table 23: More Findings (Ways to Get Doughnut Brand Information)

Friend TV or

Radio

Family or

Relatives

Pass

by

Internet Other Total

Mister Donut 31 28 6 51 30 2 148

Dunkin’

Donuts

21 22 9 48 8 2 110

Krispy

Kreme

Doughnuts

50 25 8 39 25 1 148

Total 102 75 23 138 63 5 406

According to the table above, respondents normally get donut brand

information when passing by or from their friends with 138 respondents and 102

respectively, following by the channel of TV/Radio (n=75), Internet (n=63), family or

relatives (n=23) and others (n=5). The other ways of getting doughnut brand

information are social applications.
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Table 24: More Findings (Time to Patronize)

Breakfast

Time

Lunch

Time

Afternoon

Tea Time

Dinner

Time

After

Dinner

Total

Mister Donut 13 18 86 16 15 148

Dunkin’ Donuts 6 13 52 14 25 110

Krispy Kreme

Doughnuts

13 24 67 17 27 148

Total 32 55 205 47 67 406

The table indicates majority of respondents patronize donut shop for tea time

in this afternoon (n=205), following by after dinner time (n=67), lunch time (n=55),

dinner time (n=47) and breakfast time (n=32).

Table 25: More Findings (Frequently Buy Product)

Donuts Coffee or Other

Beverage

Combo

Sets

Other Total

Mister Donut 121 22 2 2 148

Dunkin’ Donuts 85 15 10 0 110

Krispy Kreme

Doughnuts

119 18 11 0 148

Total 325 55 23 2 405

According to the table, majority of respondents patronize donut shop for

donuts (n=325), meanwhile 55 respondents for coffee or other beverage, 23 for

combo sets and 2 for the others. The other frequently buy product are promotion

products.
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Table 26: More Findings (Frequency of Patronzie)

Rarely Sometimes Very

Often

Always Total

Mister Donut 36 99 8 5 148

Dunkin’ Donuts 32 63 15 0 110

Krispy Kreme

Doughnuts

29 114 3 2 148

Total 97 276 26 7 406

The table clearly shows that most of respondents go to patronize sometimes

(n=276) and rarely (n=97), respondents who often (n=26) or always (n=7) go to the

donut shop are minorities.

Table 27: More Findings (Personal Lifestyle)

Fashion

Conscious

Strong

Personal

-ity

Careful

Budget

Planning

Stressed

Life

Conser

-vative

Life

Health

Conscious

Total

Mister

Donut

8 52 34 18 19 17 148

Dunkin’

Donuts

16 26 22 19 17 10 110

Krispy

Kreme

Doughnuts

17 52 27 8 27 17 148

Total 41 130 83 45 63 44 406
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According to the table, most of the respondents are strong personality type of

lifestyle (n=130), following by careful budget planning (n=83), conservative life

(n=63), stressed life (n=45), health conscious (n=44), and fashion conscious (n=41).

Meanwhile, respondents with fashion conscious lifestyle who chose Mister Donut are

less the other two brands. Meanwhile the respondents who are living in stressed lives

chose Krispy Kreme Doughnuts less than the other two brands.



CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this chapter, the result of demographics and other findings, and the

hypotheses testing will be discussed orderly. In addition, managerial implications and

future research are suggested by the author.

5.1 Discussion

a) Demographics and other Findings

The samples of this research contains 166 males and 240 females, majorities

are young people from 20 to 35 years old (n=355), following by 42 respondents who

are under 20 and 9 respondents whose ages from 36 to 50 years old. 394 respondents’

married status are single, and the rest are married (n=8), divorced or separated (n=3)

and widow (n=1). Respondents who’s holding bachelor degree and master degree or

higher degree are 304 people and 83 people respectively, only 19 respondents are high

school diploma holder. Among the samples, most of respondents are students (n=168)

and the rest are working people with 83 company employees, 35 government officials,

12 business owners etc. Majorities’ monthly income are lower than 10,000 Baht as

most of them are students, following by 10,001 – 20,000 Baht group (n=115), more

than 30,000 group (n=74) and 20,001 – 30,000 group (n=62).

Based on the results of more finding, most customers will always choose a

brand they always like (n=271), thus doughnut brands in Thailand should invest more

in advertisings, public relations and short period of promotions etc to attract the other

potential customers and improve their perceptions of the brand. Meanwhile, 135

respondents indicate they won’t always choose a brand they like; in this case,

doughnut brands should launch some loyalty programs to retain the customers.
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Majorities get doughnut brand information from pass-by (138), following by

friend (n=102), TV or radio (n=75), Internet (n=63), family or relatives (n=23), thus

the author suggests doughnut brands in Thailand should focus more on the on-site

marketing communications strategies as most people get doughnut brand information

when passing by the doughnut store, meanwhile the on-site marketing

communications can be used with the method with sensory marketing strategies to

attract more customers. Furthermore, investing in advertisings of TV or radio, Internet,

or mobile applications is suggested by the author also as the doughnut industry is not

a necessities in people’s daily life. Brandings should be worked on also as influence

of friends are very strong nowadays also.

Based on the result of analysis, majorities are patronizing doughnut shops in

afternoon tea time (n=205), the author suggest doughnut brands in Thailand to offer

promotion during breakfast time, lunch time, dinner time, or after dinner time in order

to attract more customers during slow period in a day. During afternoon tea time,

enough stock should be ensured to satisfy peak time demand.

Most of respondents buy donuts in doughnut store (n=325), thus doughnut

brands in Thailand should speed up the donut development; otherwise the customers

will get bored of the same doughnuts easily. Furthermore, Attractive combo sets

promotion should be launched in order to increase the sales of non-doughnut products.

As the author mention above, donuts are not necessities in people’s daily life,

according to the result, 276 respondents patronize doughnut shop sometimes,

following by 97 respondents visit doughnut shop rarely, in this case, and doughnut

brands in Thailand should invest more on advertisings in order to attract more
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customers or give a hint or drive to customers, meanwhile, customer loyalty programs

and different kinds of promotions can be launched also.

According to the result, most of the respondents live in a strong personality

lifestyle (n=130), which is always go to the store where they are familiar with.

Meanwhile, respondents with fashion conscious lifestyle who chose Mister Donut are

less the other two brands. Meanwhile the respondents who are living in stressed lives

chose Krispy Kreme Doughnuts less than the other two brands.

b) Product

Positive influence was found between product and customer brand choice

decision towards doughnut brands in Thailand. Furthermore, majority of doughnut

consumers care about the taste of product, freshness of product and smell of product

in Thailand, thus the doughnut brands in Thailand should offer fresh products

consistently, meanwhile product development needs to be speeded up to satisfy

customer’s need, especially taste and smell, in case of the customers getting bored of

the old products. Sensory marketing can be suggested applied to increase more

customer impulsive buying.

According to Bangkok Post (2010), the ingredients are imported in Krispy

Kreme Doughnuts Thailand, meanwhile, the quality control is valued during the

production process. Krispy Kreme Doughnuts opened with an open kitchen which

further ensures the freshness of the product and the open kitchen makes sensory

marketing more effective.

The results are also found in similar previous studies. Ahmad and Manson

(2015) found out the positive relationship between taste, freshness and customer

purchase intention in fast food restaurant. Azim, Shan, Mehmood, Mehmood, and
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Bagram (2014) found the influence of food taste and cleanliness on selecting a

restaurant in their study of investigating factors influencing customer purchase

decision towards restaurants in Pakistan. Bootudom and Kessuvan (2014) found out

product significantly influencing customer patronize decision towards both

independent restaurants and chain restaurants in their comparative study. According

to Marinkovic, Senic, and Mimovic (2015), food quality is one of the determining

factors influencing customer decision in selecting a ethnic restaurant.

c) Price

According the analysis result, price were proved positively influences

customer doughnut brand choice decision in Thailand, however customers care about

value for money and good price range, thus the doughnut brands in Thailand should

increase customer perceived value by improving product quality, offering good

product price or improving overall services etc, meanwhile, different product prices

should be offered to different target groups. The author also found Mister Donut,

Krispy Kreme Doughnuts and Dunkin’ Donuts in Thailand should offer good price

range to satisfy different customers’ consumption needs.

Ahmad and Manson (2015) also found both value for money and good price

range have positive effect on customer purchase intention in fast food restaurant.

According to Bootudom and Kessuvan (2014), positive relationship was found

between price and consumer’s decision in choosing an independent restaurant.

Catherine and Magesh (2015) proved in their study price is a determining factor

influencing customer choice decision for branded vegetarian food restaurants.

Marinkovic, Senic, and Mimovic (2015) found out price is a key factor affecting

customer’s selection of ethnic restaurants in Serbia. Price is proved positively affect
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university student buying decision in fast food sector in Jabodetabek, Indonesia by

Sagala, Destriani, Putri, and Kumar (2014).

d) Place

Positive influence was found between place and customer doughnut brand

choice decision in Thailand, meanwhile, adequate branches, near other interesting

places and never out-of-stock are important in customers’ opinions, thus doughnut

brands in Thailand should open more branches where near other interesting places, for

example, branches can be opened in the shopping mall, in addition, operation team

and marketing team should better control the stock to avoid or reduce out-of-stock

cases. The business development team of Mister Donut and Dunkin’ Donuts should

concentrate more about the branch location whether it’s near other interesting places

when open new stores, meanwhile, Kirspy Kreme Doughnuts and Dunkin’ Donuts

should open more branches and have better stock control.

According to The Nation (2011), Krispy Kreme Doughnuts selected

appropriate locations where there’s a lot of people gathering, socializing or shopping,

to open. Three types of doughnut shops are included which are 110-square-metre

factory stores (stores with an open kitchen), 50-sqaure-metre fresh shops and 10-

square-metre kiosks. Krispy Kreme Doughnut opened its stores not only in downtown

but also the outskirt of Bangkok, each store is selected seriously and regard as the

potential location.

Ahmad and Manson (2015) also found out close to other interesting places has

positive effect on customer purchase intention in fast food restaurant, furthermore,

Mutsikiwa, et al. (2012) proved the positive never out-of-stock has significance

influence on customer patronize. According to Bootudom and Kessuvan (2014),
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positive relationship was found between place and consumer’s decision in choosing a

chain restaurant.

e) Promotion

Based on the result of analysis, promotion were proved positively influences

customer doughnut brand choice decision in Thailand, however, customer doughnut

brand choice decision was determined largely because of attractive advertising so the

doughnut brands in Thailand should launch different kinds of creative advertisings.

Due to doughnuts are not necessities in daily life, good advertisings become a good

method to communicate with the customers.

Furthermore, Mister Donut, Krispy Kreme Doughnuts and Dunkin’ Donuts

should launch more new advertisings to attract customers’ attentions, and Mister

Donut and Dunkin’ Donuts should remain good relations with publics by different

methods such as social media marketing, donation, and messaging etc.

The results are also found in similar previous studies. According to Ahmad

and Manson (2015) and Mutsikiwa, et al. (2012), attractive advertising was proved

has influence on customer purchase intention in fast food restaurant. Mutsikiwa, et al.

(2012) also found the positive relationship between public relations and customers

patronize intention. Bootudom and Kessuvan (2014) found out promotion

significantly influencing customer patronize decision towards chain restaurants in

their comparative study.

f) People/Personnel

According to the result of analysis, people or personnel is one of the factors

affecting customer doughnut brand choice decision in Thailand, moreover, majority of

respondents opinioned employee training and communication skills of employee is
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important in making purchase decision towards doughnut brands, thus, doughnut

brands in Thailand should keep an eye on honing up employees’ different skills

through trainings and improving employees’ communication skills. The result also

shows, Krispy Kreme Doughnuts and Dunkin’ Donuts should retain good employees’

skills or improve their employees’ skills if necessary.

Ahmad and Manson (2015) found both training and communication skill have

positive effect on customer purchase intention in fast food restaurant, Mutsikiwa, et al.

(2012) also found training and customer care skill affect customer patronize.

g) Process

Positive influence was found between product and customer brand choice

decision towards doughnut brands in Thailand, furthermore, easy-to-understand menu

and waiting time are found to be two key drivers of customer doughnut brand choice

decision in Thailand, thus doughnut brands in Thailand should both improve skills of

employees and improve the design of operation procedure in order to shorten waiting

time, menu should be designed to a easy-to-understand one. The analysis result also

found Krispy Kreme Doughnuts and Dunkin’ Donuts should design a menu which is

easy for customers to understand meanwhile improve its overall service during the

process.

Ahmad and Manson (2015) also found both easy-to-understand menu and

overall service have positive effect on customer purchase intention in fast food

restaurant, Mutsikiwa, et al. (2012) found waiting time, greetings affect customer

patronize decision.
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h) Physical Environment

Positive influence was found between physical environment and customer

brand choice decision towards doughnut brands in Thailand. Furthermore, majority of

doughnut consumer care about employee appearance and uniforms, logo and brand

material and cleanliness in Thailand, thus the doughnut brands in Thailand should

design a uniform which fits the brand and looks clean, meanwhile the appearance of

employees should be neat, hygiene and cleanliness should be maintained well also.

Except these aspects, logo and brand material should be well designed and attractive.

The results are also found in similar previous studies. According to Ahmad

and Manson (2015) and Mutsikiwa, et al. (2012), employee uniforms and brand

material was proved has influence on customer purchase intention in fast food

restaurant. Mutsikiwa, et al. (2012) also found the positive relationship between

hygiene and customers patronize intention. Azim, Shan, Mehmood, Mehmood, and

Bagram (2014) published a research about factors influencing customer purchase

decision towards restaurants in Pakistan, and proved that cleanliness, physical

environment have significant influences on selecting restaurants.

i) Brand Equity

According to the result of analysis, positive influence was found between

brand equity and customer doughnut brand choice decision in Thailand, meanwhile

customer revisit intention under brand loyalty element, first time service and staff

willingness to help under brand perceived quality element, and brand recognition

under brand awareness element were important for customers, thus doughnut brands

in Thailand should do their best to increase the possibility of customer revisit

intention by offering promotions, improving customer services, improving product
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quality etc., increase their perceived brand quality by increasing the food and

beverage quality, ensure the service offering right at the first and every time, and

increase brand recognition by launching PR campaign, sponsoring events, launching

attractive advertisings etc.

According to The Nation (2011), people already loved Krispy Kreme

Doughnus in Thailand as they travelled, studied or lived overseas, that’s why

customers queued up for a long time just for a bite of the donuts when the first store

opened in Siam Paragon. This implies the brandings of a doughnut brand is very

important.

The result of analysis also proved first time perceived service quality should

be ensured by Mister Donut and Dunkin’ Donuts, meanwhile they should work more

on brandings to insert their brand concepts in customers’ minds. Krispy Kreme

Doughnuts and Dunkin’ Donuts should ensure the quality of food/beverage and first

time perceived service quality also.

According to previous studies, Boonwanna, et al. (2014) investigated the

relationship between brand equity and customer purchase decision process of

doughnut from the department store in Bangkok and found out brand equity elements:

brand awareness, perceived product quality, brand association, and brand loyalty,

could influence the purchase decision process.

A. C. C. Lu, Gursoy, and C. Y. Lu (2015) studied the relationship among

authenticity perception, brand equity and brand choice intention, and found out

authenticity perception has an influence on brand equity perception, and then the

brand equity perception significantly affect the brand choice intention.

According to the research of Chi, Yeh, and Yang (2009), the brand awareness,
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perceived quality, brand loyalty positively affect customer purchase intention. Tolba

(2011) also proved perceived quality has positive effect on brand preference in his

study.

j) Customer Behavior Determinants

Based on the result of analysis, positive influence was found between

customer behavior determinants and customer brand choice decision towards

doughnut brands in Thailand, moreover, most of doughnut brand patronize decision

made by the respondents are because of influences like friends, colleagues, Thai

culture, regional Thai culture, personal income and savings, thus doughnut brands in

Thailand should work on branding and launching public relations campaigns, and

attractive advertisings etc to let more new customers get involved and to communicate

with customers effectively, meanwhile, the taste and variety of products may need to

be adapted for local culture, good price range and promotions should be offered to

satisfy different target customers.

The analysis result also proved Mister Donut and Dunkin’ Donuts should use

sensory marketing to increase customer impulsive buying. They should also increase

their brand exposure to the public also by launching some campaigns. In addition,

Krispy Kreme Doughnuts and Dunkin’ Donuts may need to localize its brand and

product taste and variety may need to be adapted for local people’s preference also.

According to previous studies, Kotler and Amstrong (2008) also indicated

customer purchase behavior was significantly influenced by cultural factors, social

factors, personal factors, and psychological factors. Moreover, Perreau (2013) also

indicated the four factors are major drivers of customer behavior.
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5.2 Managerial Implications

In business aspect, business owners, investors, managers and company

employees can use the result of this study to gain insights regarding factors

influencing customer doughnut brand choice decision, and then competitive

advantages can be gained by launching effective marketing strategies.

As the study is focusing on Mister Donut, Dunkin’ Donuts and Krispy Kreme

Doughnuts, the business owners and company employees of these three brands can

use this result of research to find out what aspects need to be enforced for better

marketing strategies design.

5.3 Recommendations for Future Research

As the researches related to doughnut brands are scant, this research will be

beneficial as references for other researchers who want to study regarding doughnut

brands. The study is to investigate customer doughnut brand choice decision in

Thailand, the author suggest that further research should expand research area into

more specific area, such as investigating the relationship between dependent variables,

or study other variables which the author didn’t mentioned.

According to the result of analysis, tastes and smell are two important factors

affecting customer doughnut brand choice decision, thus future study can be

conducted regarding the application of sensory marketing in doughnut brands.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A: Result of Validity Assessment

IOC (item-objective congruence index) is a process of letting field experts to evaluate each item by marking 1 (clearly measuring),

0 (degree to which it measures is not clear), or -1 (not clearly measuring). The result of IOC value must be 0.5 or above to be accepted.

The formula is shown as below;

IOC=
N
R

Where, IOC = Consistency between the objective and content or questions and objectives

= Total assessment points given from all qualified experts

N = Number of qualified experts

According to the validity survey, IOC can be calculated as below;

IOC= = = 0.995
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No. Expert 1 Expert 2 Expert 3 Expert 4 Expert 5 Total

Scores

IOC

/n

Data

Analysis1 0 -1 1 0 -1 1 0 -1 1 0 -1 1 0 -1

1 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

2 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

3 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

4 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

5 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

6 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

7 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

8 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

9 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

10 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

11 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable
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12 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

13 √ √ √ V √ 5 1 Acceptable

14 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

15 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

16 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

17 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

18 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

19 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

20 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

21 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

22 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

23 √ √ √ √ √ 4 0.8 Acceptable

24 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

25 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable
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26 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

27 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

28 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

29 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

30 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

31 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

32 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

33 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

34 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

35 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

36 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

37 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

38 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

39 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable
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40 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

41 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

42 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

43 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

44 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

45 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

46 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

47 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

48 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

49 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

50 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

51 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

52 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

53 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable
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54 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

55 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

56 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

57 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

58 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

59 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

60 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

61 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

62 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

63 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

64 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

65 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

66 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

67 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable
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68 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

69 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

70 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

71 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

72 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

73 √ √ √ √ √ 4 0.8 Acceptable

74 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

75 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

76 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

77 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

78 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

79 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable

80 √ √ √ √ √ 5 1 Acceptable
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Appendix B: Result of Reliability Test

a) Reliability Test of All Parts

Reliability Statistics

Cronbach's

Alpha

N of

Items

.983 66

Item-Total Statistics

Scale Mean

if Item

Deleted

Scale

Variance if

Item Deleted

Corrected

Item-Total

Correlation

Cronbach's

Alpha if Item

Deleted

Taste of product 277.5000 2670.466 .854 .982

Variety of Menu 278.0000 2689.517 .744 .982

Freshness of product 277.8000 2694.166 .641 .983

Smell of product 277.6667 2678.851 .718 .982

Visual attractiveness of

product
277.5667 2677.564 .833 .982

Packaging design of

product
277.9000 2671.541 .832 .982

Reasonable price 278.0667 2698.616 .588 .983

Value for money 278.1333 2702.740 .611 .983

Good price range 277.9667 2687.757 .711 .983

Good price combo sets 277.9333 2677.030 .798 .982
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Adequate branches 277.9667 2674.447 .816 .982

Convenient location 277.8333 2687.040 .829 .982

Near other interesting

places
277.7333 2690.340 .733 .983

Never out-of-stock 278.1667 2688.213 .735 .983

Attractive advertising 277.7333 2688.823 .719 .983

Attractive leaflet 278.0333 2703.551 .543 .983

Vouchers or discounts 278.1000 2679.886 .742 .982

Good public relations 278.2333 2698.116 .606 .983

Attentive service 278.0333 2687.206 .762 .982

Employee training 278.1333 2693.982 .706 .983

Communication skills

of employees
277.8667 2697.016 .700 .983

Easy-to-understand

menu
277.5333 2682.533 .772 .982

Overall service 277.8333 2700.489 .642 .983

Waiting time 278.0333 2688.585 .691 .983

Interior design and

décor
278.1000 2692.231 .625 .983

Employee appearance

and uniforms
278.1333 2691.844 .699 .983

Menu board design 277.7333 2697.237 .659 .983
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Logo and brand

material
277.8000 2690.097 .598 .983

Cleanliness 277.5667 2684.185 .688 .983

Family influence 278.3000 2696.838 .560 .983

Friend influence 278.0333 2678.240 .661 .983

Colleague influence 278.2667 2701.030 .538 .983

Thai cultural influence 278.6333 2715.344 .424 .983

Regional Thai cultural

influence (Central,

Northeastern,

Northern, Southern)

278.8667 2718.257 .422 .983

International cultural

influence
278.1667 2722.075 .355 .983

Personal income

situation
278.3000 2713.252 .411 .983

Personal savings

situation
278.1000 2695.403 .616 .983

Purchasing without a

reason
278.1000 2709.197 .482 .983

Temporary

consumption need
278.0333 2691.068 .666 .983

I will visit this donut

shop again
277.6333 2690.102 .725 .983
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This donut brand is my

first choice compared

to other donut brands

277.7667 2682.254 .697 .983

I am satisfied with the

purchasing experience

in this donut shop

277.7333 2681.306 .767 .982

Overall quality of

food/Beverage at this

donut shop is good

277.7333 2693.306 .770 .982

This donut brand

performs the service

right at the first time

277.8000 2698.855 .644 .983

Staffs of this donut

shop is willing to help

me

278.0000 2684.828 .664 .983

I am aware of this

donut brand
277.8333 2663.592 .726 .982

I am familiar with this

donut brand
277.9667 2677.689 .641 .983

I can recognize this

brand among other

donut brands

277.7000 2666.493 .794 .982
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This donut brand has a

differentiated image

compared to other

donut brands

277.8333 2670.006 .745 .982

I feel comfortable

eating in this donut

shop

277.8333 2679.040 .780 .982

This donut brand has a

very clear image
277.8000 2674.786 .834 .982

Product 275.5667 2621.082 .792 .982

Price 276.0667 2646.202 .544 .983

Place 275.6333 2624.240 .761 .982

Promotion 276.0000 2651.448 .564 .983

People/Personnel 276.0000 2637.172 .697 .983

Process 276.3000 2616.079 .768 .982

Physical Environment 275.7667 2636.806 .743 .982

Brand Loyalty 275.4333 2623.426 .869 .982

Brand Perceived

Quality
275.3333 2639.402 .856 .982

Brand Awareness 275.2000 2650.372 .805 .982

Brand Image 275.1000 2637.128 .827 .982

People Influence 276.2333 2653.220 .677 .983

Cultural Influence 276.4333 2664.461 .739 .982
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Personal Income and

Savings
276.2333 2643.771 .791 .982

Desire for

Consumption
275.8333 2638.489 .756 .982

b) Reliability Test of 7Ps Marketing Mix

Reliability Statistics

Cronbach's

Alpha

N of

Items

.970 29

Item-Total Statistics

Scale Mean

if Item

Deleted

Scale

Variance if

Item Deleted

Corrected

Item-Total

Correlation

Cronbach's

Alpha if Item

Deleted

Taste of product 106.9333 394.616 .839 .968

Variety of Menu 107.4333 401.082 .751 .969

Freshness of product 107.2333 402.461 .655 .970

Smell of product 107.1000 396.507 .732 .969

Visual attractiveness of

product
107.0000 395.793 .859 .968

Packaging design of

product
107.3333 395.954 .793 .969
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Reasonable price 107.5000 404.534 .591 .970

Value for money 107.5667 406.392 .610 .970

Good price range 107.4000 401.214 .694 .969

Good price combo sets 107.3667 394.723 .845 .968

Adequate branches 107.4000 394.524 .842 .968

Convenient location 107.2667 400.478 .828 .969

Near other interesting

places
107.1667 400.006 .779 .969

Never out-of-stock 107.6000 401.559 .714 .969

Attractive advertising 107.1667 399.247 .767 .969

Attractive leaflet 107.4667 405.430 .572 .970

Vouchers or discounts 107.5333 398.257 .724 .969

Good public relations 107.6667 406.023 .566 .970

Attentive service 107.4667 399.154 .798 .969

Employee training 107.5667 402.392 .724 .969

Communication skills

of employees
107.3000 402.838 .741 .969

Easy-to-understand

menu
106.9667 396.447 .831 .969

Overall service 107.2667 403.857 .690 .969

Waiting time 107.4667 399.844 .718 .969

Interior design and

décor
107.5333 403.361 .596 .970
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Employee appearance

and uniforms
107.5667 401.495 .718 .969

Menu board design 107.1667 403.178 .689 .969

Logo and brand

material
107.2333 403.702 .542 .971

Cleanliness 107.0000 399.862 .670 .970

c) Reliability Test of Brand Equity

Reliability Statistics

Cronbach's

Alpha

N of

Items

.950 12

Item-Total Statistics

Scale Mean

if Item

Deleted

Scale

Variance if

Item Deleted

Corrected

Item-Total

Correlation

Cronbach's

Alpha if Item

Deleted

I will visit this donut

shop again
43.0667 88.547 .797 .945

This donut brand is my

first choice compared

to other donut brands

43.2000 87.476 .734 .947
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I am satisfied with the

purchasing experience

in this donut shop

43.1667 87.592 .799 .945

Overall quality of

food/Beverage at this

donut shop is good

43.1667 89.592 .825 .945

This donut brand

performs the service

right at the first time

43.2333 90.254 .706 .948

Staffs of this donut

shop is willing to help

me

43.4333 86.806 .758 .946

I am aware of this

donut brand
43.2667 83.720 .772 .946

I am familiar with this

donut brand
43.4000 87.076 .643 .951

I can recognize this

brand among other

donut brands

43.1333 85.568 .785 .945

This donut brand has a

differentiated image

compared to other

donut brands

43.2667 84.547 .817 .944
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I feel comfortable

eating in this donut

shop

43.2667 87.237 .808 .945

This donut brand has a

very clear image
43.2333 87.357 .815 .945

d) Reliability Test of Customer Purchase Behavior Determinants

Reliability Statistics

Cronbach's

Alpha

N of

Items

.824 10

Item-Total Statistics

Scale Mean

if Item

Deleted

Scale

Variance if

Item Deleted

Corrected

Item-Total

Correlation

Cronbach's

Alpha if Item

Deleted

Family influence 31.1000 43.541 .807 .880

Friend influence 30.8333 42.351 .807 .880

Colleague influence 31.0667 44.271 .776 .882

Thai cultural influence 31.4333 46.392 .645 .891
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Regional Thai cultural

influence (Central,

Northeastern,

Northern, Southern)

31.6667 47.678 .584 .895

International cultural

influence
30.9667 45.757 .687 .889

Personal income

situation
31.1000 44.576 .726 .886

Personal savings

situation
30.9000 48.024 .512 .899

Subconscious purchase

intention
30.9000 47.128 .583 .895

Temporary

consumption need
30.8333 49.868 .378 .907
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Appendix C: Questionnaire

Questionnaire

I am a MBA student of English Program at Bangkok University. I am doing the research on “Factors Influencing Customer Choice

Decision Towards Donut Brands in Thailand, Focusing on Mister Donut, Dunkin’ Donuts, Krispy Kreme Doughnuts”. This

questionnaire is part of an Independent Study conducting for the requirement of a Master’s degree in Business Administration of

Bangkok University. The information acquired from this questionnaire will be confidentially kept and used for academic purpose only.

Thank you for taking the time to fill in this questionnaire.

Note: Please tick √ the one that matches your view closely.



Part I.

1. Have you ever consumed donuts in Thailand?

[ ] Yes

[ ] No

2. What is your favorite donut brand?

[ ] Mister Donut

[ ] Dunkin’ Donuts

[ ] Krispy Kreme Doughnuts

3. Do you always choose a donut brand that you always like?

[ ] Yes

[ ] No

4. What do you usually buy in this donut shop?

[ ] Donuts

[ ] Coffee or other beverage

[ ] Combo sets



[ ] Others (specify) ……..

5. How do you get information about this donut brand?

[ ] Friend

[ ] Television or Radio

[ ] Family or Relatives

[ ] Pass by

[ ] Internet

[ ] Others (specify) ……..

6. What time do you usually patronize this donut shop?

[ ] Breakfast time

[ ] Lunch time

[ ] Afternoon tea time

[ ] Dinner time

[ ] After dinner time



7. How often do you patronize this donut shop?

[ ] Rarely

[ ] Sometimes

[ ] Very often

[ ] Always

8. Which lifestyle fits you the most?

[ ] Fashion conscious (look up and catch up with fashion trends)

[ ] Strong personality (like to go and buy in the shop that you are familiar with)

[ ] Careful budget planning (compare product price and have purchase budget plan)

[ ] Stressed life (feel stressful and time is not enough everyday)

[ ] Conservative life (satisfy with current living condition and focus on maintain good relationship with friends)

[ ] Health conscious (buy low calorie, low sugar and diet food more than other people, excise regularly)



9. This question would like to ask information about how much do you think the following factors affect your choice decision towards

three donut brands(Mister Donut/Dunkin Donuts/Krispy Kreme Doughnuts) in Thailand. Please select the one that matches your view

closely.

You prefer this dount brand (Q2) because of ...

No Effect Strongly Disagree Disagree Slightly

Disagree

Uncertain Slightly Agree Agree Strongly

Agree

9.1 Product

9.2 Price

9.3 Place

9.4 Promotion

9.5 People/Perso

nnel

9.6 Process

9.7 Physical



Environment

9.8 Brand

Loyalty

9.9 Brand

Perceived

Quality

9.10 Brand

Awareness

9.11 Brand Image

9.12 People

Influence

9.13 Cultural

Influence

9.14 Personal



income and

savings

9.15 Desire for

consumption

10. This question would like to ask information about how "7Ps Marketing Mix" elements, "Brand Equity” elementsand "Purchase

Behavior Determinants" elements influence your choice decision towards three donut brands(Mister Donut/Dunkin Donuts/Krispy

Kreme Doughnuts) in Thailand. Please select the one that matches your view closely.

You prefer this donut brand (Q2) because of...

Strongly

Disagree

Slightly

Disagree

Uncertain Slightly

Agree

Strongly

Agree

1 2 3 4 5

10.1 Product

10.11 Taste of product



10.12 Variety of menu

10.13 Freshness of product

10.14 Smellof product

10.15 Visual attractiveness of product

10.16 Packaging of product

10.2 Price

10.21 Reasonable price

10.22 Value for money

10.23 Good price range

10.24 Good price combo sets

10.3 Place

10.31 Adequate branches

10.32 Convenient location

10.33 Near other interesting places



10.34 Never out-of-stock

10.4 Promotion

10.41 Attractive advertising

10.42 Attractive leaflet

10.43 Vouchers or discounts

10.44 Good public relations

10.5 People/Personnel

10.51 Attentive service

10.52 Employee training

10.53 Communication skills of employees

10.6 Process

10.61 Easy-to-understand menu

10.62 Overall service

10.63 Waiting time



10.7 Physical Environment

10.71 Interior design and décor

10.72 Employee appearance and uniforms

10.73 Menu board design

10.74 Logo and brand material

10.75 Cleanliness

10.8 Brand Loyalty

10.81 I will visit this donut shop again

10.82 This donut brand is my first choice compared to other donut brands

10.83 I am satisfied with the purchasing experience in this donut shop

10.9 Brand Perceived Quality

10.91 Overall quality of food/Beverage at this donut shop is good

10.92 This donut shop performs the service right at the first time

10.93 Staffs of this donut shop is willing to help me



10.10 Brand Awareness

10.101 I am aware of this donut brand

10.102 I am familiar with this donut brand

10.103 I can recognize this brand among other donut brands

10.11 Brand Image

10.111 This donut brand has a differentiated image compared to other donut

brands

10.112 I feel comfortable eating in this donut shop

10.113 This donut brand has a very clear image

10.12 People Influence

10.121 Family influence

10.122 Friend influence

10.123 Colleague influence

10.13 Cultural Influence



10.131 Thai cultural influence

10.132 Regional Thai cultural influence (Central, Northeastern, Northern,

Southern)

10.133 International cultural influence

10.15 Personal Income and Savings

Personal income situation

Personal savings situation

10.16 Personal Motivation

Subconscious purchase intention

Temporary consumption need

Part II.

1. Please indicate your gender

[ ] Male [ ] Female

2. Please indicate your age



[ ] Under 20

[ ] 20 – 35

[ ] 36 – 50

[ ] 51 – 65

[ ] Over 65

3. Please indicate your marital status

[ ] Married

[ ] Divorced or separated

[ ] Single

[ ] Widow

4. Please indicate your education level

[ ] Elementary School

[ ] High School

[ ] Bachelor degree

[ ] Master degree or higher



[ ] Others (specify) ……..

5. Please indicate your occupation status

[ ] Student

[ ] Business man

[ ] Company employee

[ ] Government official

[ ] Others (specify) ……..

6. Please indicate your monthly income

[ ] 0 – 10,000 Baht

[ ] 10,001 – 20,000 Baht

[ ] 20,001 – 30,000 Baht

[ ] More than 30,001 Baht



Appendix D: Multinomial Regression Analysis Result Dunkin’ Donuts as Reference Group

Parameter Estimates

What is your favorite donut brand?a B Std. Error Wald df Sig. Exp(B)

Mister Donut

Intercept .148 .292 .259 1 .611

[PRICE1=1.00] .968 1.839 .277 1 .599 2.631

[PRICE1=2.00] 1.960 1.211 2.621 1 .105 7.102

[PRICE1=3.00] -.255 .574 .197 1 .657 .775

[PRICE1=4.00] .305 .445 .469 1 .493 1.357

[PRICE1=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

[PRICE2=1.00] 18.700 1.165 257.661 1 .000
132208033.16

0

[PRICE2=2.00] .353 1.045 .114 1 .735 1.424

[PRICE2=3.00] -1.528 .636 5.765 1 .016 .217

[PRICE2=4.00] -.771 .490 2.481 1 .115 .462



[PRICE2=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

[PRICE3=1.00] 19.388 1.256 238.407 1 .000
263128452.24

1

[PRICE3=2.00] -1.155 1.075 1.154 1 .283 .315

[PRICE3=3.00] .841 .560 2.251 1 .134 2.318

[PRICE3=4.00] 1.024 .402 6.477 1 .011* 2.785

[PRICE3=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

[PRICE4=1.00] -1.145 1.073 1.138 1 .286 .318

[PRICE4=2.00] -.068 .698 .010 1 .922 .934

[PRICE4=3.00] .349 .430 .659 1 .417 1.417

[PRICE4=4.00] -.017 .386 .002 1 .964 .983

[PRICE4=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

Krispy Kreme

Doughnuts

Intercept -.044 .302 .022 1 .883

[PRICE1=1.00] 2.083 .000 . 1 . 8.033



[PRICE1=2.00] 2.939 1.196 6.038 1 .014 18.905

[PRICE1=3.00] .540 .561 .926 1 .336 1.715

[PRICE1=4.00] .402 .448 .805 1 .369 1.495

[PRICE1=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

[PRICE2=1.00] 18.433 .000 . 1 .
101265778.42

3

[PRICE2=2.00] -.683 1.085 .396 1 .529 .505

[PRICE2=3.00] -1.968 .660 8.904 1 .003 .140

[PRICE2=4.00] -.428 .494 .751 1 .386 .652

[PRICE2=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

[PRICE3=1.00] 19.127 .000 . 1 .
202633033.62

0

[PRICE3=2.00] -.416 1.019 .167 1 .683 .660

[PRICE3=3.00] 1.609 .557 8.350 1 .004 4.999



[PRICE3=4.00] 1.240 .407 9.284 1 .002* 3.455

[PRICE3=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

[PRICE4=1.00] -1.139 1.018 1.253 1 .263 .320

[PRICE4=2.00] -.709 .713 .991 1 .320 .492

[PRICE4=3.00] .044 .431 .010 1 .918 1.045

[PRICE4=4.00] -.504 .391 1.664 1 .197 .604

[PRICE4=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

a. The reference category is: Dunkin Donuts.

b. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant.



Appendix E

Parameter Estimates

What is your favorite donut brand?a B Std. Error Wald Df Sig. Exp(B)

Mister Donut

Intercept .245 .475 .266 1 .606

[PLACE1=1.00] -1.842 1.437 1.644 1 .200 .159

[PLACE1=2.00] -.567 .687 .682 1 .409 .567

[PLACE1=3.00] 1.040 .501 4.310 1 .038 2.830

[PLACE1=4.00] .803 .431 3.468 1 .063 2.233

[PLACE1=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

[PLACE2=1.00] 20.130 1.505 178.996 1 .000
552398984.39

0

[PLACE2=2.00] 2.249 1.284 3.069 1 .080 9.482

[PLACE2=3.00] 1.201 .519 5.359 1 .021 3.325

[PLACE2=4.00] .523 .372 1.976 1 .160 1.686



[PLACE2=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

[PLACE3=1.00] -.278 1.627 .029 1 .864 .757

[PLACE3=2.00] .087 .742 .014 1 .907 1.091

[PLACE3=3.00] -1.474 .501 8.659 1 .003 .229

[PLACE3=4.00] -1.417 .436 10.543 1 .001* .242

[PLACE3=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

[PLACE4=1.00] 1.539 1.513 1.034 1 .309 4.658

[PLACE4=2.00] .640 .641 .997 1 .318 1.896

[PLACE4=3.00] .551 .484 1.295 1 .255 1.735

[PLACE4=4.00] -.620 .445 1.940 1 .164 .538

[PLACE4=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

Krispy Kreme

Doughnuts

Intercept .530 .454 1.361 1 .243

[PLACE1=1.00] -2.046 1.469 1.940 1 .164 .129

[PLACE1=2.00] -.160 .665 .058 1 .810 .852



[PLACE1=3.00] 1.205 .501 5.785 1 .016 3.338

[PLACE1=4.00] .875 .432 4.102 1 .043* 2.400

[PLACE1=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

[PLACE2=1.00] 18.957 .000 . 1 .
171020761.16

8

[PLACE2=2.00] 2.109 1.235 2.918 1 .088 8.241

[PLACE2=3.00] .361 .506 .510 1 .475 1.435

[PLACE2=4.00] -.089 .354 .063 1 .802 .915

[PLACE2=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

[PLACE3=1.00] 1.115 1.615 .476 1 .490 3.049

[PLACE3=2.00] .689 .752 .840 1 .359 1.993

[PLACE3=3.00] -.554 .495 1.251 1 .263 .575

[PLACE3=4.00] -.786 .441 3.180 1 .075 .456

[PLACE3=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .



[PLACE4=1.00] .603 1.527 .156 1 .693 1.827

[PLACE4=2.00] .056 .623 .008 1 .929 1.057

[PLACE4=3.00] -.011 .461 .001 1 .982 .989

[PLACE4=4.00] -1.176 .425 7.652 1 .006* .309

[PLACE4=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

a. The reference category is: Dunkin Donuts.

b. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant.

Appendix F

Parameter Estimates

What is your favorite donut brand?a B Std. Error Wald Df Sig. Exp(B)

Mister Donut

Intercept .438 .470 .870 1 .351

[PROMO1=1.00

]
1.984 1.325 2.243 1 .134 7.273



[PROMO1=2.00

]
1.000 .850 1.384 1 .239 2.717

[PROMO1=3.00

]
-.125 .547 .052 1 .819 .882

[PROMO1=4.00

]
1.055 .464 5.155 1 .023* 2.871

[PROMO1=5.00

]
0b . . 0 . .

[PROMO2=1.00

]
-.492 1.138 .186 1 .666 .612

[PROMO2=2.00

]
-.002 .764 .000 1 .998 .998

[PROMO2=3.00

]
.403 .637 .400 1 .527 1.496



[PROMO2=4.00

]
-.110 .587 .035 1 .852 .896

[PROMO2=5.00

]
0b . . 0 . .

[PROMO3=1.00

]
1.319 1.051 1.574 1 .210 3.740

[PROMO3=2.00

]
.842 .640 1.735 1 .188 2.322

[PROMO3=3.00

]
.392 .444 .780 1 .377 1.480

[PROMO3=4.00

]
.374 .419 .797 1 .372 1.453

[PROMO3=5.00

]
0b . . 0 . .



[PROMO4=1.00

]
-2.037 .917 4.928 1 .026 .130

[PROMO4=2.00

]
-1.169 .718 2.648 1 .104 .311

[PROMO4=3.00

]
-1.063 .509 4.364 1 .037 .346

[PROMO4=4.00

]
-1.423 .458 9.632 1 .002* .241

[PROMO4=5.00

]
0b . . 0 . .

Krispy Kreme

Doughnuts

Intercept .202 .483 .175 1 .675

[PROMO1=1.00

]
4.918 1.437 11.712 1 .001 136.738



[PROMO1=2.00

]
2.789 .896 9.683 1 .002 16.264

[PROMO1=3.00

]
1.624 .599 7.357 1 .007 5.072

[PROMO1=4.00

]
1.631 .543 9.032 1 .003* 5.109

[PROMO1=5.00

]
0b . . 0 . .

[PROMO2=1.00

]
-3.005 1.324 5.154 1 .023 .050

[PROMO2=2.00

]
-1.466 .840 3.047 1 .081 .231

[PROMO2=3.00

]
-.919 .668 1.892 1 .169 .399



[PROMO2=4.00

]
-.639 .623 1.051 1 .305 .528

[PROMO2=5.00

]
0b . . 0 . .

[PROMO3=1.00

]
.572 1.131 .255 1 .613 1.771

[PROMO3=2.00

]
1.111 .625 3.156 1 .076 3.037

[PROMO3=3.00

]
-.250 .459 .296 1 .586 .779

[PROMO3=4.00

]
.196 .424 .214 1 .644 1.217

[PROMO3=5.00

]
0b . . 0 . .



[PROMO4=1.00

]
-2.084 .976 4.558 1 .033 .124

[PROMO4=2.00

]
-.613 .719 .729 1 .393 .541

[PROMO4=3.00

]
-.910 .530 2.952 1 .086 .402

[PROMO4=4.00

]
-.814 .476 2.921 1 .087 .443

[PROMO4=5.00

]
0b . . 0 . .

a. The reference category is: Dunkin Donuts.

b. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant.



Appendix G

Parameter Estimates

What is your favorite donut brand?a B Std. Error Wald Df Sig. Exp(B)

Mister Donut

Intercept .166 .325 .261 1 .610

[PEOPL1=1.00] 1.757 1.490 1.390 1 .238 5.794

[PEOPL1=2.00] -1.777 1.069 2.761 1 .097 .169

[PEOPL1=3.00] -.462 .514 .809 1 .369 .630

[PEOPL1=4.00] -.152 .423 .129 1 .720 .859

[PEOPL1=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

[PEOPL2=1.00] -3.532 2.152 2.695 1 .101 .029

[PEOPL2=2.00] 1.043 .843 1.529 1 .216 2.837

[PEOPL2=3.00] -.433 .516 .705 1 .401 .648

[PEOPL2=4.00] .738 .429 2.956 1 .086 2.093



[PEOPL2=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

[PEOPL3=1.00] 3.740 1.888 3.923 1 .048 42.108

[PEOPL3=2.00] -.105 .786 .018 1 .894 .900

[PEOPL3=3.00] 1.444 .551 6.866 1 .009 4.237

[PEOPL3=4.00] -.326 .413 .623 1 .430 .722

[PEOPL3=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

Krispy Kreme

Doughnuts

Intercept .117 .331 .124 1 .724

[PEOPL1=1.00] .465 1.482 .099 1 .753 1.593

[PEOPL1=2.00] -.573 .780 .540 1 .462 .564

[PEOPL1=3.00] -1.287 .524 6.039 1 .014 .276

[PEOPL1=4.00] -.597 .423 1.992 1 .158 .550

[PEOPL1=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

[PEOPL2=1.00] -.772 1.974 .153 1 .696 .462

[PEOPL2=2.00] 1.401 .845 2.749 1 .097 4.057



[PEOPL2=3.00] .413 .538 .590 1 .442 1.512

[PEOPL2=4.00] 1.447 .453 10.183 1 .001* 4.250

[PEOPL2=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

[PEOPL3=1.00] 2.016 1.769 1.298 1 .255 7.506

[PEOPL3=2.00] .126 .733 .030 1 .864 1.134

[PEOPL3=3.00] 1.344 .554 5.887 1 .015 3.836

[PEOPL3=4.00] -.631 .416 2.299 1 .129 .532

[PEOPL3=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

a. The reference category is: Dunkin Donuts.

b. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant.

Appendix H

Parameter Estimates

What is your favorite donut brand?a B Std. Error Wald Df Sig. Exp(B)



Mister Donut

Intercept .388 .275 1.985 1 .159

[PROCE1=1.00] .528 1.533 .119 1 .731 1.695

[PROCE1=2.00] .470 .824 .325 1 .569 1.600

[PROCE1=3.00] 1.767 .551 10.283 1 .001 5.854

[PROCE1=4.00] .031 .321 .010 1 .922 1.032

[PROCE1=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

[PROCE2=1.00] .449 1.524 .087 1 .768 1.566

[PROCE2=2.00] -.299 .765 .153 1 .696 .741

[PROCE2=3.00] -.265 .476 .309 1 .578 .768

[PROCE2=4.00] -.179 .352 .258 1 .611 .836

[PROCE2=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

[PROCE3=1.00] 18.416 1.220 227.928 1 .000 99507008.597

[PROCE3=2.00] -.235 .657 .128 1 .720 .790

[PROCE3=3.00] -.707 .371 3.631 1 .057 .493



[PROCE3=4.00] -.073 .342 .046 1 .831 .929

[PROCE3=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

Krispy Kreme

Doughnuts

Intercept .248 .282 .772 1 .380

[PROCE1=1.00] 1.938 1.544 1.577 1 .209 6.948

[PROCE1=2.00] 1.904 .824 5.344 1 .021 6.712

[PROCE1=3.00] 2.486 .579 18.464 1 .000 12.014

[PROCE1=4.00] 1.024 .342 8.971 1 .003* 2.784

[PROCE1=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

[PROCE2=1.00] -2.362 1.896 1.551 1 .213 .094

[PROCE2=2.00] -1.249 .817 2.339 1 .126 .287

[PROCE2=3.00] -.713 .483 2.174 1 .140 .490

[PROCE2=4.00] -.776 .368 4.442 1 .035* .460

[PROCE2=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .



[PROCE3=1.00] 20.080 .000 . 1 .
525750913.93

0

[PROCE3=2.00] -1.097 .694 2.498 1 .114 .334

[PROCE3=3.00] -1.098 .390 7.934 1 .005 .333

[PROCE3=4.00] -.023 .345 .004 1 .947 .977

[PROCE3=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

a. The reference category is: Dunkin Donuts.

b. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant.

Appendix I

Parameter Estimates

What is your favorite donut brand?a B Std. Error Wald Df Sig. Exp(B)

Mister Donut Intercept -.633 .482 1.724 1 .189



[BLOYA1=1.00

]
-9.100 8095.382 .000 1 .999 .000

[BLOYA1=2.00

]
18.837 2317.498 .000 1 .994

151645083.09

5

[BLOYA1=3.00

]
-.467 .537 .754 1 .385 .627

[BLOYA1=4.00

]
.718 .471 2.328 1 .127 2.051

[BLOYA1=5.00

]
0c . . 0 . .

[BLOYA2=1.00

]
-.468 1.789 .068 1 .794 .626

[BLOYA2=2.00

]
2.003 .978 4.192 1 .041 7.410



[BLOYA2=3.00

]
.579 .558 1.077 1 .299 1.785

[BLOYA2=4.00

]
.178 .474 .141 1 .707 1.195

[BLOYA2=5.00

]
0c . . 0 . .

[BLOYA3=1.00

]
18.304 4518.644 .000 1 .997 88951299.729

[BLOYA3=2.00

]
-2.449 1.550 2.496 1 .114 .086

[BLOYA3=3.00

]
.698 .641 1.189 1 .276 2.010

[BLOYA3=4.00

]
.827 .522 2.514 1 .113 2.287



[BLOYA3=5.00

]
0c . . 0 . .

[BQUAL1=1.00

]
-1.635 7414.473 .000 1 1.000 .195

[BQUAL1=2.00

]
-3.306 2.060 2.575 1 .109 .037

[BQUAL1=3.00

]
-.456 .676 .456 1 .500 .634

[BQUAL1=4.00

]
-.624 .548 1.296 1 .255 .536

[BQUAL1=5.00

]
0c . . 0 . .

[BQUAL2=1.00

]
22.413 4715.542 .000 1 .996

5417477465.4

62



[BQUAL2=2.00

]
1.182 1.251 .893 1 .345 3.260

[BQUAL2=3.00

]
.764 .583 1.716 1 .190 2.148

[BQUAL2=4.00

]
1.002 .477 4.407 1 .036* 2.722

[BQUAL2=5.00

]
0c . . 0 . .

[BQUAL3=1.00

]
-.735 1.977 .138 1 .710 .480

[BQUAL3=2.00

]
-2.446 1.043 5.497 1 .019 .087

[BQUAL3=3.00

]
-.560 .607 .850 1 .357 .571



[BQUAL3=4.00

]
-.840 .529 2.521 1 .112 .432

[BQUAL3=5.00

]
0c . . 0 . .

[BAWAR1=1.0

0]
-2.565 2.305 1.238 1 .266 .077

[BAWAR1=2.0

0]
.590 1.112 .282 1 .596 1.805

[BAWAR1=3.0

0]
.312 .615 .258 1 .612 1.366

[BAWAR1=4.0

0]
-.056 .569 .010 1 .921 .945

[BAWAR1=5.0

0]
0c . . 0 . .



[BAWAR2=1.0

0]
-1.748 2.152 .660 1 .417 .174

[BAWAR2=2.0

0]
-1.482 1.151 1.659 1 .198 .227

[BAWAR2=3.0

0]
.423 .567 .557 1 .456 1.527

[BAWAR2=4.0

0]
.973 .500 3.788 1 .052 2.645

[BAWAR2=5.0

0]
0c . . 0 . .

[BAWAR3=1.0

0]
-2.141 2.391 .802 1 .370 .117

[BAWAR3=2.0

0]
-.219 1.554 .020 1 .888 .803



[BAWAR3=3.0

0]
.092 .587 .025 1 .876 1.096

[BAWAR3=4.0

0]
.067 .470 .021 1 .886 1.070

[BAWAR3=5.0

0]
0c . . 0 . .

[BIMAG1=1.00

]
.915 1.656 .306 1 .580 2.498

[BIMAG1=2.00

]
-.632 .788 .644 1 .422 .531

[BIMAG1=3.00

]
.558 .606 .847 1 .357 1.747

[BIMAG1=4.00

]
.060 .484 .015 1 .901 1.062



[BIMAG1=5.00

]
0c . . 0 . .

[BIMAG2=1.00

]
-3.400 4769.802 .000 1 .999 .033

[BIMAG2=2.00

]
.822 .881 .869 1 .351 2.274

[BIMAG2=3.00

]
.875 .612 2.041 1 .153 2.399

[BIMAG2=4.00

]
.191 .472 .163 1 .686 1.210

[BIMAG2=5.00

]
0c . . 0 . .

[BIMAG3=1.00

]
-1.500 2.004 .560 1 .454 .223



[BIMAG3=2.00

]
.369 1.277 .083 1 .773 1.446

[BIMAG3=3.00

]
-.861 .611 1.983 1 .159 .423

[BIMAG3=4.00

]
-1.150 .492 5.467 1 .019* .317

[BIMAG3=5.00

]
0c . . 0 . .

Krispy Kreme

Doughnuts

Intercept -.717 .478 2.242 1 .134

[BLOYA1=1.00

]
-12.286 8095.381 .000 1 .999 4.618E-006

[BLOYA1=2.00

]
18.252 2317.498 .000 1 .994 84489836.003



[BLOYA1=3.00

]
-.064 .569 .013 1 .910 .938

[BLOYA1=4.00

]
1.347 .496 7.364 1 .007* 3.846

[BLOYA1=5.00

]
0c . . 0 . .

[BLOYA2=1.00

]
1.331 1.601 .692 1 .406 3.785

[BLOYA2=2.00

]
1.575 1.056 2.225 1 .136 4.829

[BLOYA2=3.00

]
-.222 .579 .148 1 .701 .801

[BLOYA2=4.00

]
-.282 .466 .367 1 .545 .754



[BLOYA2=5.00

]
0c . . 0 . .

[BLOYA3=1.00

]
18.838 4518.644 .000 1 .997

151809649.64

3

[BLOYA3=2.00

]
-.939 1.140 .678 1 .410 .391

[BLOYA3=3.00

]
.686 .642 1.141 1 .286 1.985

[BLOYA3=4.00

]
.608 .522 1.359 1 .244 1.837

[BLOYA3=5.00

]
0c . . 0 . .

[BQUAL1=1.00

]
4.280 7414.473 .000 1 1.000 72.219



[BQUAL1=2.00

]
-1.016 1.143 .791 1 .374 .362

[BQUAL1=3.00

]
-1.256 .686 3.354 1 .067 .285

[BQUAL1=4.00

]
-1.358 .539 6.348 1 .012* .257

[BQUAL1=5.00

]
0c . . 0 . .

[BQUAL2=1.00

]
14.583 4715.543 .000 1 .998 2154323.279

[BQUAL2=2.00

]
4.361 1.164 14.046 1 .000 78.323

[BQUAL2=3.00

]
1.425 .611 5.428 1 .020 4.156



[BQUAL2=4.00

]
1.667 .490 11.572 1 .001* 5.296

[BQUAL2=5.00

]
0c . . 0 . .

[BQUAL3=1.00

]
-.383 2.003 .037 1 .848 .682

[BQUAL3=2.00

]
-2.433 .998 5.942 1 .015 .088

[BQUAL3=3.00

]
-1.551 .640 5.877 1 .015 .212

[BQUAL3=4.00

]
-.811 .516 2.465 1 .116 .445

[BQUAL3=5.00

]
0c . . 0 . .



[BAWAR1=1.0

0]
.061 1.652 .001 1 .970 1.063

[BAWAR1=2.0

0]
-.916 1.288 .505 1 .477 .400

[BAWAR1=3.0

0]
.640 .640 1.000 1 .317 1.896

[BAWAR1=4.0

0]
.663 .575 1.329 1 .249 1.940

[BAWAR1=5.0

0]
0c . . 0 . .

[BAWAR2=1.0

0]
-2.481 2.191 1.282 1 .257 .084

[BAWAR2=2.0

0]
-1.792 1.372 1.706 1 .192 .167



[BAWAR2=3.0

0]
.206 .592 .121 1 .727 1.229

[BAWAR2=4.0

0]
.819 .504 2.644 1 .104 2.269

[BAWAR2=5.0

0]
0c . . 0 . .

[BAWAR3=1.0

0]
-4.421 2.902 2.321 1 .128 .012

[BAWAR3=2.0

0]
3.110 1.607 3.746 1 .053 22.414

[BAWAR3=3.0

0]
-.181 .606 .089 1 .765 .834

[BAWAR3=4.0

0]
-.237 .472 .253 1 .615 .789



[BAWAR3=5.0

0]
0c . . 0 . .

[BIMAG1=1.00

]
.700 2.116 .109 1 .741 2.014

[BIMAG1=2.00

]
-1.897 .924 4.217 1 .040 .150

[BIMAG1=3.00

]
.030 .625 .002 1 .962 1.030

[BIMAG1=4.00

]
.384 .484 .632 1 .427 1.469

[BIMAG1=5.00

]
0c . . 0 . .

[BIMAG2=1.00

]
16.561 .000 . 1 . 15573684.151



[BIMAG2=2.00

]
1.231 .846 2.120 1 .145 3.426

[BIMAG2=3.00

]
1.173 .641 3.347 1 .067 3.231

[BIMAG2=4.00

]
.191 .475 .161 1 .688 1.210

[BIMAG2=5.00

]
0c . . 0 . .

[BIMAG3=1.00

]
-19.830 4769.800 .000 1 .997 2.444E-009

[BIMAG3=2.00

]
-.113 1.632 .005 1 .945 .893

[BIMAG3=3.00

]
-.587 .635 .856 1 .355 .556



[BIMAG3=4.00

]
-.939 .494 3.612 1 .057 .391

[BIMAG3=5.00

]
0c . . 0 . .

a. The reference category is: Dunkin Donuts.

b. Floating point overflow occurred while computing this statistic. Its value is therefore set to system missing.

c. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant.

Appendix J

Parameter Estimates

What is your favorite donut brand?a B Std. Error Wald Df Sig. Exp(B)

Mister Donut

Intercept -.999 1.106 .816 1 .366

[PEOIN1=1.00] -.872 1.107 .621 1 .431 .418

[PEOIN1=2.00] -.609 .777 .615 1 .433 .544



[PEOIN1=3.00] -.861 .669 1.657 1 .198 .423

[PEOIN1=4.00] -.519 .627 .685 1 .408 .595

[PEOIN1=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

[PEOIN2=1.00] 1.486 2.016 .544 1 .461 4.421

[PEOIN2=2.00] -1.599 .959 2.779 1 .096 .202

[PEOIN2=3.00] -.429 .690 .386 1 .535 .651

[PEOIN2=4.00] -.743 .566 1.722 1 .189 .476

[PEOIN2=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

[PEOIN3=1.00] .313 2.016 .024 1 .876 1.368

[PEOIN3=2.00] 3.212 1.035 9.641 1 .002 24.838

[PEOIN3=3.00] 1.186 .737 2.592 1 .107 3.275

[PEOIN3=4.00] 1.937 .657 8.700 1 .003* 6.940

[PEOIN3=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

[CULIN1=1.00] .347 1.531 .052 1 .820 1.416



[CULIN1=2.00] 1.197 .790 2.293 1 .130 3.310

[CULIN1=3.00] .462 .658 .493 1 .483 1.588

[CULIN1=4.00] .009 .692 .000 1 .989 1.009

[CULIN1=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

[CULIN2=1.00] -2.067 1.482 1.945 1 .163 .127

[CULIN2=2.00] -.652 1.217 .287 1 .592 .521

[CULIN2=3.00] -1.563 1.188 1.731 1 .188 .210

[CULIN2=4.00] -.149 1.221 .015 1 .903 .862

[CULIN2=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

[CULIN3=1.00] 1.499 1.670 .806 1 .369 4.477

[CULIN3=2.00] .187 .727 .066 1 .797 1.205

[CULIN3=3.00] .533 .613 .756 1 .385 1.704

[CULIN3=4.00] .216 .559 .149 1 .699 1.241

[CULIN3=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .



[PINCOM=1.00

]
1.360 1.293 1.106 1 .293 3.896

[PINCOM=2.00

]
2.798 1.108 6.376 1 .012 16.407

[PINCOM=3.00

]
.940 .752 1.559 1 .212 2.559

[PINCOM=4.00

]
.035 .643 .003 1 .957 1.035

[PINCOM=5.00

]
0b . . 0 . .

[PSAVE=1.00] -2.474 1.863 1.763 1 .184 .084

[PSAVE=2.00] -2.908 1.023 8.086 1 .004 .055

[PSAVE=3.00] .370 .768 .232 1 .630 1.448

[PSAVE=4.00] .408 .639 .408 1 .523 1.504



[PSAVE=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

[SUBCON=1.00

]
-.477 1.036 .212 1 .645 .621

[SUBCON=2.00

]
-.075 .758 .010 1 .921 .928

[SUBCON=3.00

]
-.395 .545 .524 1 .469 .674

[SUBCON=4.00

]
-.332 .467 .504 1 .478 .718

[SUBCON=5.00

]
0b . . 0 . .

[CNEED=1.00] 3.223 1.705 3.573 1 .059 25.105

[CNEED=2.00] 1.732 1.059 2.673 1 .102 5.651

[CNEED=3.00] 1.707 .513 11.072 1 .001 5.511



[CNEED=4.00] .896 .435 4.238 1 .040* 2.450

[CNEED=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

Krispy Kreme

Doughnuts

Intercept 1.293 .873 2.193 1 .139

[PEOIN1=1.00] -.900 1.097 .672 1 .412 .407

[PEOIN1=2.00] -.491 .784 .392 1 .531 .612

[PEOIN1=3.00] -.720 .677 1.132 1 .287 .487

[PEOIN1=4.00] -.909 .659 1.902 1 .168 .403

[PEOIN1=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

[PEOIN2=1.00] 2.811 2.367 1.411 1 .235 16.634

[PEOIN2=2.00] .845 1.038 .663 1 .415 2.329

[PEOIN2=3.00] 1.136 .767 2.197 1 .138 3.115

[PEOIN2=4.00] 1.412 .674 4.385 1 .036* 4.104

[PEOIN2=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

[PEOIN3=1.00] -2.184 2.326 .881 1 .348 .113



[PEOIN3=2.00] 1.489 1.085 1.884 1 .170 4.432

[PEOIN3=3.00] .367 .750 .240 1 .624 1.444

[PEOIN3=4.00] .807 .722 1.250 1 .264 2.242

[PEOIN3=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

[CULIN1=1.00] 2.569 1.494 2.957 1 .086 13.049

[CULIN1=2.00] 1.017 .986 1.064 1 .302 2.766

[CULIN1=3.00] 1.937 .804 5.809 1 .016 6.939

[CULIN1=4.00] 1.373 .841 2.664 1 .103 3.949

[CULIN1=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

[CULIN2=1.00] -3.014 1.433 4.424 1 .035 .049

[CULIN2=2.00] -3.776 1.202 9.866 1 .002 .023

[CULIN2=3.00] -3.731 1.146 10.595 1 .001 .024

[CULIN2=4.00] -3.942 1.195 10.877 1 .001* .019



[CULIN2=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

[CULIN3=1.00] -1.710 1.442 1.405 1 .236 .181

[CULIN3=2.00] -.299 .743 .161 1 .688 .742

[CULIN3=3.00] -.631 .609 1.073 1 .300 .532

[CULIN3=4.00] -.352 .565 .388 1 .533 .703

[CULIN3=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

[PINCOM=1.00

]
1.033 1.362 .575 1 .448 2.809

[PINCOM=2.00

]
2.371 1.166 4.137 1 .042 10.710

[PINCOM=3.00

]
-.251 .768 .107 1 .744 .778

[PINCOM=4.00

]
-.154 .652 .056 1 .814 .858



[PINCOM=5.00

]
0b . . 0 . .

[PSAVE=1.00] -.463 1.551 .089 1 .765 .629

[PSAVE=2.00] -3.589 1.182 9.214 1 .002 .028

[PSAVE=3.00] .074 .776 .009 1 .924 1.077

[PSAVE=4.00] .168 .658 .065 1 .799 1.182

[PSAVE=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

[SUBCON=1.00

]
.304 .877 .121 1 .728 1.356

[SUBCON=2.00

]
.747 .767 .950 1 .330 2.111

[SUBCON=3.00

]
-.100 .557 .033 1 .857 .904



[SUBCON=4.00

]
.181 .474 .146 1 .703 1.198

[SUBCON=5.00

]
0b . . 0 . .

[CNEED=1.00] 1.533 1.691 .822 1 .365 4.634

[CNEED=2.00] 1.327 1.092 1.477 1 .224 3.769

[CNEED=3.00] 1.083 .503 4.637 1 .031 2.953

[CNEED=4.00] .420 .416 1.022 1 .312 1.522

[CNEED=5.00] 0b . . 0 . .

a. The reference category is: Dunkin Donuts.

b. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant.
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